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ASOUD STATB.PREMODYNB

BRITISH OR
U.S.A. TYPE

Expedmenten who bavnxpedencecl tho t1ufll of shOrkme
reception m llmple two an4 tluee stap nsematfve lotstnquently
fnquke whether tbero fa ID equlvaJent let~ wDl aJlow tbom to .
explca lie VBP bands. Tho neamtappJOICh la the mperresonmatm.
set, of whk:h the Fmnodyne is oar faTOUdie 1mlon. Amt of tho ·
Fiemod)'nei, we tip.that this llOlld state deslsn.wDl prove most popular.

TANDY - ARCHER TYPE
J

,.

BFl15
2N5485
TAA300
EM401
BZY88 /CGv2
2N4360

RS276-2009
RS276-2028
RS276-0l6
RS276-1139
RS276-621
RS276-2028
RS276-1102
RS276-2009
RS276-2009
RS276-2004
.RS276-2028
RS276-2028
RS276-1l02 or 1136
RS276-622
RS276-008
RS276-1102

BAlOO

2N3568
BCl08
0']71 .
2N5459
MPF106
OA91
BZY88/C9Vl
UA703C
ANllOJ~
.
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Bef'oio embarJdnt on tho deacdptlon, perhapea it wou1cl bo wlso to
loot at tho VHF part of tho spectrum and aeo what la avalJabJo for tho
intezestecl
la ••mmarho4 for tho bonef1t of newcomm to
thlsfield.

u.ner.1bfa

Tho table shows that quite a Jot of use is now being made of thelo
frequencies. Fhst and fomnost, a dozen or eo tJemalon ctwmoJa are
located in this part of tho spectrum. WhDe the amage experlmenter wDl
· genenllf have accesa to local TV stations by way of a iece1ver in tho
lounge theJr sound cmfm are aJso available as a 10U1CO of powerful
signals 'for a simple sound iecelver.

Elsewhexe are. channo1a allocated to two-way iadiotelephonea operated by

s.ovemment sonices, public utilltiea and prlvate companies, 10mt using
amplitude modulated algna]a ~.aome tiequency modulated. While tho
content of such telephoneconvenatfona fa of no fmmodlate concern to ·
the casual lfsteno.r and, in fact, must bo treated as confidontlal, theJr
presence can eme both u ga1de to tho perfomwico of tho ncelver and
as an Indication of the extent to which mch communlcatlooa dle. uecl
.
in da)'·tO-da)' aottritfes.
One point that should bo emphasfrocl la that, for the moit part, tho
signals to bo heard in this part of tho spectnun are of a local nature, ~
VHF algna]a, partlcaJarJy above SOMHz, are not often heard beyond
about 20 or 30 mne. from theJr IOIUCO. This Is a n1uablo
dwactedatfC for short-ange l)'lteml u it meam that tho llllDO 1et of
frequlnciee can bo use4 over anc1 over again in mJ.tabty eeparate4
centres of population.

However, it allo means that thexe will bo little to bo heard by m
enthusiast UYing in meas remote from such activities.
Bef'oio dlsmafng tho ckcuit. lt miaht bo inietestlng to examine the
1e8SODI for Its choice.

mah

Initially,~ decJded to
a solid state VHF receiver based on tho
simple and wen-tried supemgeneratlve p:rfnclple. A typical circuit fa
lhown in figuie 1. A tuner was~ up which was a aUght elaboration

5

of f'igme l.This arrangement worked very well, as far as reception of
signals was concerned, and it covered the range from 30MHz to about
2SOMHz. The sensitivity was little short of amazing, considering the
simplicity of the CircUlt. ·

Superregenerative receivers in the past, upng valves, always presented the
·problem of radiation at the'receiv.ed frequency, which could cause
serious interference, to others receiving the same signal This often led
to more elaborate designs, such as the introduction of an isolating
stage, to reduce the radiation nuisance to a minhnum. ·
We were aware of this problem but "1e also reasoned that transistor
equivalent·circuits were operated at considerably lower power levels
, than those of the former valve circuits. Hopefully, after having tested
the receiver for its reception qualities, one of our staff took it home to
try it under typical listening.con.clltions.
•.

,,

.

,

Figure t. .4. lxulc

clrcidt. The
'"""''~
mental model we
C<'j15".

tried

wtU
only
slightly more elab·

orate. lt worked
well, but created
Interference
problmll·

sev"'

IASIC SUPllllGIHlllATIVI UCllVll

' '

It was a rather sad-faced individual who appeared on Monday morning,
with said receiver under his arm. He intimated tlrat the little monster
worked very well as far as reception w~s concerned but it blacked out
his television receiver - and possibly others in the neignbourhood.

Figure Z. TM main
po w_ er
iupply
board• .4.ll the pow·

And so our theory on reduced radiation was dashed to·the ground.
This naturally led to a complete re-thinking of the project and another
}Qok at the Fremodyne approach. Here, a superregenerative detector is
used on a fixed frequency of 27MHz, where any radiation is not so
important. Ahead of this detector is a mixer and local oscillator, which
converts the incoming signal from the VHF region to 27MHz, where it
is further amplified and de~cted'.The audio from th~ detector is then
fed to a conventional amplifier,
'
.

,, iupply compo,..
ent:r are
dated on thi:r

accommo-

-board. Make

8lll'e

that the power fie%

11 connected cor-

·. 1'Ctl1·

I

These requirements did not seem unreasonable in the light of current
solid state techniques. The audio amplirier would be no problem and
could be considered as routine. The superregenerative stage could
presumably be that which we had used for the .initialVHF .receiver but
changed io be fixed-tuned to 27MHZ. It only needed the addition of a
· mixer and local oscillator to convert the wanted signal to 27MHz.
With an audio system already available, the next logical step was to tune
the superregnerative stage to 27MHz, This was achieved by simply
changing the coil and capa~tor of the tuned circuit and making some
cimlit value changes to give optimum_performance at this frequency,

Figure J. Wiring anti co~
ent layout for the local o1cil·
lator /Jdai'd. A 2-pln rocket Is
provided for the Oscillator coll.

The mixer was the subject which called for our closest attention. We ·
tried a "ring" mixer f"ust, which we have used with much success
~tty. Unfortunately it soon became evident that we needed very
high speed switching diodes. Recovery time of the order of a very few
6

,_,
I

7

nanoseconds was~~ if we were to handle signals up1to lOOMHz or~
Hm~ we were faced witli"the problem of availability and cOst of high speed
diode& We tdod the fastest which we could obtain, cOnsistent'with reasO.liablo
cost;and they did function but ~ot really to. oui satisfaction. It appeami
that we must look elsewhere for a Sljitable mixer.
·
Still clinging to the idea of a ~ced mixer, we Ieplaced the four diQdes of
the orlglnal riilg mixer, with a pair of junction F~Ts, still retaining the Input
and output 1ransformers..1'1$ mixer worked very well, holding its
,efficiency to at least 200MHz and gave a small amount of gain. compami
with the insertion of the diode mixer.
Still not ~tisfied that this was the c;omplete answer, on the grounds that It
was rather more elaborate than we considered suitable for a relatively

simple receiver, we considered the posu"bility of a single junction FET Jn
a conventional mixer circuit.

u
I
f

~1

.~I

u
!!

I

AjunctionFET, type 2NS48S, was setup and this proved to be quite
satisfactor)r, although the gain was not as good as the balanced FET mixer
using the same type of FET. As we were looking for a satisfactory mixer,
consistent·withJow cost and simplicity, we decided that the single FE1I
was the best choice. The only other point to be settled for the mixer was
the best methOd of injection from the"local oscillator. The inost converiient
metliod turned out t9 be gate ll\lection, which is efficient and easy to put
into operation.

d
d

!!

i
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The

:result of all this is the receiver portrayed in the photographs and
.circuit diagram. In spite of the fact that it makes no use of reflexing, as did
the valve versions, it bas a sensitivity which, Qll a side by side test, appears
to,be at least as good as the earlier ones. Also, we believe, the absence of
reflexing will make the aet a good deal less critical and ·much easier for the
'.llome constructor to ctuplicate.
The circuit is worth studying,in some ~tall. At the aerial input terininals
is a ''balun" or balanced-to-unbalanced-transformer. This is an optional
item, about which more will be said later. Next is the.aerial tuned circuit,
consisting of a coil (Ll) and variable tuning capacitor. To eover the tuning
range three -coils are necessary, and we have used the well ~ plug-in

...

~,

. !.'

______...

I

p~clple.

The mixer ls ajunCuon FET, type 2NS48S, wfllch ls rated into the VHF
range. In common with this type of mixer it is biased well back, with a
4.7K resistor in its source. The drain load is a tuned circuit on 27MHz,
suitably damped.
This damping resistor was needed to '~tain stability, using the particular
combfnation of components in our prototype, Its value may need to be

8
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ftrled with Individual se~ and should be determined expeifmentally.
simple rule is to make it as large as pcissiole (or omit it altogether) consistent

ne

with stable operation.

The main tuning of the receiver is by means of the local variable oscillator
L2 and its associated tuning capacitor. At the lower sigruil frequencies the'
.oscillato~ ~erates on the high side of the fn90ming signal. At the high
frequencies it operates on the low side. Also, by using the p~ug-in coil
designed for the highest frequency range, but setting it on the high side of
the Incoming.signal, we are able to cover the middle frequency range. This
means that although we have thteO ranges, requiring three plug-In coils for
the signal frequencies (Ll), we need only two plug-In coils for the
oscillator (L2}.
To achieve a measure of band spread, the range of the oscillator tuning
capacitor is restricted by connecting capacitance In series with it.' Two
fixed capacitors, 22pF and 27pF are connected in parallel giving a total
of 49pF which is about right for our purpose. By using tw~ capacitors in
parallel, we are able to reduce slightly the Inductance of the circuit due to
conne?tfng leads. The ou~ut of the oscillator is Injected into the gate of
the nuxer via a lpF capacitor.
At this stage, some readers may be comparing the frequency coverage of .
this receiver with previously descn"bed valve Fremodynes. An upper
frequency limit of around 2SOMHz was-achieved with the valve versions,
whereas we are only cfaiming about 180MHz for the transistor version.
Actually, the upper limit of the prototype is about 189MHz. This may vary
from one unit to another. The limiting factor appears to be the minimum
.capacitance In the circuit, contnouted largely by the tuning capacitor
·
associated with L2. Attempts to offset this by reducing the Inductance of
L2 resulted In an L/C combination which would not oscillate at the higher
frequencies at which we were aiming.
The output of the mix~ is magnetically coupled to the following stage, by
means of L3 8Jld L4 which are tuned to 27MHz. This is the superzegenera·
tive stage. More precisely it is a squegging oscillator, designed to squegg or ..
"quench" at about 20KHz. Comparing this with the local oscillator feeding
the mixer reveals a marked similarity. Both have their collectors tuned,
both have a feedback capacitor from collector to emitter, both have thek
bases grounded to RF, and the output is taken from the emitter circuit in
both cases.
r
.
However, there are also differences. While the bias to the base of the VHF
oscillator is fixed, the bias to the superregenemtive oscillator is adjustable.
This is important In that it enables the user to set the bias on this oscillator
so that it petforms its complex functions properly.

There ls also a difference In the time emitter chcuit of the superreg8nerative detector. This consists of a 3.3K resistor, shunted by a
.0047uF capabitor. This time constant causes the superregeneration
. effect, which amounts to switching the oscillator on and off at a super·
sonic ("quench'') rate dictated by the time constant,
To understand this better, envisage this circuit without the .0047uF
capacitor. In these circumstances the circuit would not oscillate. If we
now replace the .0047 capacitof it will, at the moment Qf connection, act
as a short circuit across the 3.3K resistor;Thus the circuit commences to
oscillate. At the Sallle time the capacitor commences to charge, since 1
there is a voltage developed across the 3.3K resistor due to the current ,
flowing in the emitter circuit. As the capacitor 'charges, its ability to
"short out" the 3.3K resistor becomes less until, eventually, the presence
of this r.esistor causes the circuit to cease oscillating.
When this happens the emitter current through the 3.3K resistor drops to
a very low value. There is now nothing to maintain the charge across the
capacitor and it discharges into the 3.3K resistor, eventually reaching a
point where it once again effectively "shorts out" the 3.3K resistor. The .
circuit then commences to oscillate again and the whole cycle is repeated,
The rate at which this happens can be controlled by selecting the values of
R (3.3K) and C (.004 7uF). In this set the quench frequency is in the region
of20KHz.
.
This type of circuit has a very high sensitivity and, although it has little
application in the high frequency range, it is still useful in the VHF range,
particularly.where economy is paramount,
Immediately following the detector, is a two-section low pass filter. Its
function is to remove any RF component, as well as the supersonic quench
of the detector.
The low level audio emerging from the filter is .amplified by the audio preamplifier. This is a simple transistor amplifier with some negative feedback.
The output of the preamplifier is,passed through a volume control and
then to the main audio amplifier. This uses a Mullard/Philips TAA300 IC
mounted on a small printed board with its associated components. The
power output is about 1 watt"into an 8 ohm speaker, which is the lowest
value which can be used. A lS ohm speaker may be used, with a reduction
in power output.
The power supply is quite simple. It consists of a readily obtainable transformer, with a secondary of 6.3 ·volts rated at about 2 amps. This feeds a
bridge rectifier for four silicon power diodes. The main rnter is a 2000uF
electrolytic capacitor and the voltage at this point is very near to 10 volts.
.

I
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. This is the maximum voltage which may be used for the audio amp!ffier
and it is fed directly from this point. As the audiO' amplifier is operated
in <;lass B the voltage will vary somewhat and we have regulated the supply
to the rest of the receiver from a 6 volt zener diode.

{

The unit is constructiid on an aluminium chassis measuring Sin x SY.in x 2in.
The front panel is 9in x 6~. Both chassis and panel wer~ obtained as
standard units from one of our advertisers: we did not letter this panel as
it is quite simple. This will help to keep the cost down.
Looking at the rear-view photograph, the general placement of components
can be seen. At the left rear is the power transformer, with the audio
amplifier board hnmediately behinct it. On the front panel and next to the
audio amplifier, is the !OK volume control. In the centre of the chassis is
the assembly for the local tunable oscillator, with its plug-in coil assembly.
Immediatply behind this assembly1 is the main tuning capacitor, coupled
to the tuning dial assembly. At the right is the board which contains the
f'irst mixer with its plug-in coil assembly, followed by the superregenerativ~
stage, filter and 'audio preamplifier. Behind this assembly and mounted on
the panel, is the SOpF aerial tuning capacitor.

Figure 4. Wiring and
compon1nt layout for
tM board accomniodat·
Ing th1 urlal coll; mix·
tr, 1UPP'"'''n1ratlvt
d1ttctor, and ·aue11o
prtampllfl1r. A four·
pin 1ocklt II provld1d
for tht atrial coll.

The under-ch~ssis view of the unit shows the layout of components here.
The power supply components, except the transformer, are mounted.on a
wiring board and this is located at the right of the chassis. At the rear left
comer is the balun and aerial terminals. On the front skirt is a two-pin
speaker sock~t at the left, with a pair of headphone terminals in parallel
with it at the.right. The 100 ohm resistor is mounted across these
terminals. In the centre is the mains power on/off switch.
Perhaps the best place to start construction would be to make up the
various sub-assemblies, etc. This can be followed by assembling these
items into the complete chassis-panel arrangement;with only a small
amount of interconnecting wiring needed to complete the receiver.
The ablun is wound on a small ferrite balun former and can be obtained
ready made or you could wind your own. Enamelled 24 SWG copper wire
is used and two windings, each having two turns, are wound around the
centre core of the ferrite former. The finish of the first winding and the
start of the second aredoined together and connected to chassis. The other .
two ends are connected as shown in the circuit diagram.
At this point, we should point out that the balun is only necessary if an
aerial having a balanoed 300 ohm feedline (such as a standard TV aerlal)
is to be used. It is simply a matching device to transfer energy from the
balanoed semi-high 'impedance aerial into the unbalanced low impedance
tap on the aerial coil. If a simple dipole having co-ax feed were to be used,
the balun could be, omitted and the connection made directly to the tap on

12
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TV
300.n.

RIBBON
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+9V

SPEAkER

TO
RECEIVER

Figure 6. A suggested method
of constructing a simple folded
dipole for op1ration over a par·
ticular band of frequericies.

Figure S. Wiring pattern and
component layout of th1 audio
board, as :reen from the component side.
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- ...
the coll. More will be said on the subject of suitable aerials later on.
The tunable oscillator coils (L2) may be wound next. We used two-pin
miniature speaker plugs and sockets for the oscillatot coils. The coil
proper is wound with the two ends running at right angles to the coil and·
these are terminated by soldering them to the plug pins. The lower fre- ·
quency coil consists of 7 turns of 22 gauge tinned copper wire, Y.Jn
diameter and spaced to 3/8in long. ~e high frequency coil consists ot
2 turns of 18 gauge tirined copper wire, %in diameter and spaced to
3/8inlong.
The aerials coils (Lt) are wound in a similar manner but using four-pin
miniature plugs and sockets. The coil for the range 30 to 70 MHz, consists
of 8 turns of.18 gauge tinned copper wire, 3/8in diameter and spaced to
*in long. The leads from the ends of the coil are terminated in the two
pins with the greatest spacing. The coil is tapped ~t 2 turns from the earth
end and this tap is brought aqoss to one of the. remaining pins.
The coil which covers from 70 to 130MHz consists of 4 turns of 18 gauge
tinned copper wire, Y4in diameter and 3/Sin long. The aerial tap is one turn
from the earth end. The coil for 120 to 180MHz consists of two turns of
18 gauge tinned copper wire, %in diameter, 5/16in long and tapped at
%turn from the earth end;
·
Coils L3 and L4 are for the output of the mixer and the in~ut to the
superregenerative detector, respectively. Both are tuned to 27MHz with
their associated capacitors. Each coil consists of 12 turns of 24 SWG
enamelled wire, wound directly on to the grooves of a 7mm slug, Y.Jn
, long, of grade 900 Neosid material.

;1

.·

The power supply board is built on a piece of miniature tag board, which
accommodates all the components as shown in the wiring diagram of
figure 2. The completed assembly will finally be supported on screws
through the two holes, one at each end. Meanwhile, a solder lug is screwed
over each of these holes and connected to the nearest earth leads on the
board. The board is wired into the ~est of the set as shown:Points worthy
of note are that the centre tap (if any) of the 6.3 volt winding should be
terminated as shown. Also points marked "A"' (active) and "SW'' are
taken to the on/off'BWitch. Points "A"• "N" and ''E" terminate the threo
leads of the power flex.
The tunable oscillator assembly is 3ccornmodated on a piece of miniature
tag board, with eight pairs of tags. This is wired according to the circuit
and the wiring diagram of figure 3. It would be a good idea to wire up all
the components except th~ transistor and the 2-pin coil socket. Then
drop a 1/8in Whitworth x"1%in long mounting screw through the hole
hnmediate]y under where the coil ~cket is to be placed. Put a solder lug
14

on the screw and under the board and screw a nut down on it. The lug iJ
soldered to the nearest earth point on the board. Provide another identical
screw, without a lug, at 1fle other end of. the board.
Now wire the socket across the pair oflugs on the board as indicated. To
make 11 solid joint, we $Uggest that you get some tinned copper wire of
about 22 gauge. Thread it through the appropriate lugs on the board and
socket. Then solder the joints with a sufficient amount of solder to make
a finn joint. The wire will give added strength to the joints, as solder alone
may not stand up to the coil changing for very long. · .
To further stipport the socket on the board, make two pillars of heavy
tinned copper wire and run them through the two. holes of the socket
nonnally used for screwing down. The other ends of the pillars are run to
the end lugs of the bo~d. Solder the four points and the socket will be
quite firm. The tr8nsistor is then soldered in.
\

A large tag board, with 15 pairs of tags, accommodates the FET mixer at
one end; followed by th'e superregenerative detector, with its low pass
filter and the audio preamplifier at the other end. This assembly should be
made up carefully and according to the circuit and wiring diagram~ Before
starting the wiring, two 1/8in Whitworth x 1Y4in long screws should be
·
dropped ·through the third hole from the end near the mixer and the fourth
hole from the other end. A nut is run down each screw, after providing a'
solder lug in each case. Tighten each nut, remem~g that"the solder lugs
must be finally connected to the nearest earth point in each case.
Wire up this board in a similar ma,nner to the oscillator unit. ~ few points
are worthy of note and particular care. The two coils, L3 and L4, must be
placed as shown in the wiring diagram. Care should also be taken not to
distort the windings. The coil socket is fixed and strengthened with wire
as before, but only one pillar is used. This runs from the lug on the board,
second from the.end on the side nearest to the edge of the chassis, to the
nearest screw fixing hole on the socket.
The printed board for the audio system has only nine items to be soldered
into place and the job is done. The diagram of figure 5 should be followed
carefully and a few important points should be observed to ensure success.
Make sure that all the electrolytic capacitors are in.their correct posiqons
and that correct polarity is observed. When fixing the IC, make sure that
it ls done with due respect for the correct orientation of the connections.
The tag on the IC is between connection 1 and 10 and these should be '
soldered to the appropriate band of copper on the board. The other connections will automatically be correct,
Although this completes the wiring o( the board, it is still necessary to
provide a heat sink clip for the IC. We made one up from a piece of
15

a1uminlum sheet, measuring 2fn x *In. One en4 was wound around a

S/16in diameter drill an<t the resulting loop was adjusted by hand so that
was a neat fit over the case of the IC. Although aluminium is exceUent for
this job, other metals such as brass, copper, or steel would be satisfactory.

At this point we are in a position to cany out the final assembly. The
front panel is held to the chassis with the two headphono terminals, tho
speaker socket and tho on/off switch. Tho dial assembly, volume control
and aerial from tho audio board aro also run to' tho volume control.
From tho stator and rotor plates of the aerial tunhlg capacitor run leads'fii
heavy tinned copper wire to tho appropriate poillts adjacent to the coil
socket. From the rotor plates of the oscillator tuning capacitor run a
similar lead to the appropriate earth point near the aerial coil socket. From
the rotor pla~s, run a 22pF and a 27pF capacitor in parallel to the apprcr
priate lug on the board. A lpF ceramic capacitor is run from the emi~ter of
the oscillator transistor to the gate of the FET. This completes the wiring.

I.

Before switching on, plug the lowest frequency aerial coil into its socket.
Set the detector bias potentiometer to about one-third of its travel from
the earth end. Set the slug in IA about halfway out - this may be adjusted
more closely later. Set the rotor of the pre-set potentiometer on the
audio board to about one-third of its travel from the input end of the
board.
Open the vofume control just a little and switch on. Make sure that there
are no signs of distress. All being well, you should be greeted with a strong
''hissing" or "rushing' sound. This is a sign that ·the superregen detector
Is functioning. If this sound is not forthcoming, adjust the.rotor on the
lOK pro-set potentiometer until this condition is established. Ignore any
squeals in the process.
If yo:u have a signal generator, set it to 27MHz, feed it into one of the aerial
terminals' and adjust IA until the signal is heard. It may be necessary to •
make a fine adjustment to the lOK prwet potentiometer for optimum
sensitivity. At this point, you may also adjust· th~ slug in L3 for the best
signal, Le. lowest noise. If you do not have a signal generator leave the IA
slug in the mid position and adjust the slug in L3 on a received signal later
on.
If you have a multimeter, set itto a range somewhatabove lOmA and insert
it in series with the +9 vqlt lead from 1he power supply to the audio amplifier. With the volume control right off, switch on and adjust the ~K preset
potentiometer so 1hat a quiescent current of 8mA is drawn. Switch off and
xemovo the multimeter.

At.this stage we are teady to try the new receiver but it is necessary to pro16 '

vlde It with a suitable aerfal. This could t;e anything from an elaborate multiband TV array to a simple dipole. However, with a simple ·set of this kind,
with limited sensitivity, the aerial plays an hnportant part in the final.
performance,
the best you can.

u,

If reception is desired around one particular band·of frequencies, say, one
of 1he mobile bands or several TV stations closely related in frequency, it
would be poSS1°ble to use,a simple folded dipole aerial cut and made according to the instructions in'figure 6. This aerial consists of a piece of 300 ohm
TV ribbon, with both ends shorted and one lead cut in the centre to con·
nect in another length of n"bbon, which acts as a feeder. The length Is .
calculated by dividing the desired frequency in MHz into 55,400. This gives
the length of the dipole in inches.
Bl'fore we can tune in any -signals, we must understand the method of
selecting the right set of coils for anY. frequency range.
To cover from 30 to 70MHz use the largest of the aerial coils. The oscillator
must run from about 57MHz to about 97MHz and the larger of the two
oscillator coils is used. To tune from 70 to 13.0MHz use the middle of the
three aeri8.I coils. The oscillator must now tune from about 97MHz to
157Mllz an~ the smaller oscill~tor coil is used.
With these rust two ranges the oscillator frequency has been to the high
side of the wanted signal, by 27MHz. To tune from 120 to 190MHz the
smallest of the aerial tu¢ng coils is used; with the same oscillator coils as
for the previous example. The oscillator will now be tuned from about 93
to 163MHz, i.e., on tho low side of the signal~ •
A little practice will be required to get the feel of tuning this receiver. Set
the aerial or signal tuning capacitor about halfway meshed and turn tho
oscillator tuning Ulltil a station is heard. If it Is an AM station you can
tiine to the centre of the carrier. Should jt be an FM station (as with tho
sound on TV d1.4nnels) you.will need to tune slightly off to one side for
"slope" detection to occur. Having tuned the signal, you can peak the
aerial circuit to give the clearest signal. If necessary, readjust the oscillator
tuning slightly as yo~ go.
·

PARTS LIST
1 Chassis Bin x 5*in x 2in.
1 Front panel 9in x 6-5/Bin.
1 Power transformer 6.3V at 1 to 2 ampr.
1 Slow-motion dial and knob.
2Knobs.

·

4 Terminals.
2 2-pin miniature :;peaker rocketl.
1 4-pin miniature :;peaker socket.
\7

. 3 2-pin miniature speaker plug&
3 4-pin miniature f.Ptaker plugs.
1 SPST toggle switch.
1 Miniature tag board, 8 prs. tags.
1 Miniature tag·board,· 10 prs. tags.
1 Miniature tag board, 15 prs. tags.
1 Balun former.
1 Miniature tag strip, 1 tag re_quired.
5 Rubber grommets.
1 «_able clamp.
.
.
2 Slugs, 7-Bmm, grade 900, Neosid or similar.
1 RF choke, 150uH.
2 Transitiors, BF115 or similar.
1 FET, 2N5485.
1 IC, TAA300.
4 Power diodes, BAJ 00 or similar,
1 Zener diode, BZY88/C6V2.
RESISTORS (all~ watt)
1 47 ohms.
2 JK.
1 100 ohms.
1 3.3K.
1 330 ohms.
2 4. 7K.
2470ohms.
l JOK.
2 15K.
1 560 ohms.
1 22K.
1 220K.
1 JOK preset potentiometer.
1 1OK log potentiometer.
1 25K preset potentiometer.

...

CAPACITORS
1 lpF NPO ceramic.
I lOuF 6VW electrolytic.
1 3.3pF NPO ceramic.
1 25uF 6.4VW electrolytic.
1 6.8pF NPO ceramic.
I 125uF 1OVW electrolytic.
1 22pF NPO ceramic.
1 200uF JOVW electrolytic.
1 27pF NPO ceramic.
1320uF6.4VW electrolytic.
1 33pF NPO ceramic.
1 2000uF 15VW electrolytic.
1 47pF NPO ceramic.
2 5-5OpF miniature variable.
1 .OOluF High-K ceramic.
2 .0047uF 25V ceramic.
1.OluF25V ceramic.
1 .OluF low voltage polyetier (volume control).
2 .OluF high-K ceramic (oscillator);
1 .047uF 25V ceramic.
4 0.luF 25V ceramic.
10.47uF25V ceramic.
1 0.5uF 35VW electrolytic.

.
'

\
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1HREE-TRANSISTORRECEIVERFEATURES FET DETECTOR
Here is a circuit for those who like experimenting with small receivers.
Using a FET (Field Effect Transistor) in the first stage, it invites comparisOn
with tho time-honoured valve "Reinartz"Circuit. It can bo built up and
used as a ono-transistor receiver, or oquipped with an audio amplifier to
operate a loudspeaker at modest volumo,
The idea of using a field effect .transistor as a-regenerative detector Is just
about as old as the device itself but very few were able to give it practical .
expression while FETs remained as scarce, as expensivo and as fragilo as
once they were.

Recently, mass production techniques haw brought the price of FETs
moro in lino with consumer transistors generally and they can now bo
considered for a variety of projects of potential interest to homo-builders.
The point of particular interest about a FET is its natmally hJgh input ·
hnpedance.. Ordinary transistofs havo a normal input impedance of only.
a few tl'..ousand ohms, which means that tho source from wfilch they derive
their signals "sees., their input circuit as a reaistive impedance of a few
thousand ohms. Typically, if a transistor wo.ro connected diroctly to a tuned
circuit, tho shunting effect of its input impedance would be such as to ruin
the performanco of tho circuit in terms of sfghal transfer and selectivity,
To overcome this, transistors are connected, ~ost invariably, to a ta~ing
well down to.wards the "cold" end of tho tuned circuit.
A FET, on tho other hand, has a high natlual input Impedance an\l, in
this respect, is comparable.with a,valve. Just as tho grid-<:athode circuit ofa valve can be connected right across the tunod input systom, so also can tho
gate-source circuit of a field effect transistor. The need fora tapping Ja
thus avoided.
,.
In a general senso, this is a step in tho rlgbt direction because a device which
does not load the signal source is more convenient to use than one that

does. However, that is not tho end of tho story.

Ai the present time, tho FETs which are available cheaply on tho maiket
circuit
DOnnally has to be op1imised for the.particular FET sample but some will
Work better than others in any caso. Over and abow this, tho gain available
ftoJll FETs is JikoJy to be less than that awflablo from conventional
transistors in tho same - or a lower - prico rango. Tb.us, while tho FET has
certain inhemrt advantages and a somewhat subjective appeal as being
..llloro liko a 'Valve", it may not end up doing a particular job oither as well
or as predictably as a conventional transistor Jn a suitable circuit ammg~ ·
Yary tremendously in theirindivliiualcharacterlstics. Any given

Dlen~
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Despite an1hfs, theio is inevitably a challenge with a new deYice to "give it
a go" and the two circuits published last month in our "reader Built It"
page aie consistent with this urge. In fact, om present receiver started from
thecifcuit'~n the top of last month's page 87, usingll FETtype 2N4360 in
association with a standard valve type "Reinartz" or "Reai:tion" coil, and
ordinary variable capacitors for tuning and reaction control.
The 18-volt supply orlginally suggest(l(i has been retained as being necessaxy,
if the circuit is to operate with a wide range of FETs. Some may operate
with a lower voltage but others may not. In any case, the higher supply
wltage permits the use of a lOK resistor a8 the drain load (equivalent to a
\'lllve plate load) in the interest of reasonable gain. The requisite 18 volts
· c:an be obtained from two 9-volt batteries connected in series but om
prototype recCiver used the special 9V + 9V composite battery pictmed.
Because of the large variation between individual 2N4360 FETs, already
mentioned, the source resistor will need to be adjusted for maximum gain.
This resistor determines the somce-gate bias, in much the same way as tho ,
mthode resistor determines the grid bias in a triode. No special measmes
need to be taken in selecting this resistor, other than observing gain, since
the current which could flow from the 18V battery through the lOK drain
circuit could not exceed 1.8mA.
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Whatever its value, the source resistor should be bypassed w~th a capacitor
large enough to prevent audio degeneration and loss of gain. The bypass
serves the same purpose as the cathode or emitter bypass in a \'lllve or
transiStor audio stage. A value of lOuF or more is suggested.
'Jhe two components in the gate circuit equivalent to those used in a "leakr
grid" detector are not vital to the operation of the FET detector. In fact,
they can be shorted out with little noticeable effect under normal signal
conditions. With the particular samples we tried, the components did seem
to make the circuit a little more manageable as the reaction was advanced
to the threshold of oscillation but, even the, the difference was quite SJll8ll.
Rectification actualJy takes place by reason of non-linearity in the gate/
dwacteristic-the characteristic affected by manipulation of the souroo
bias resistor.

Just this ,much of the circuit could be used as a one-transistor receiver,
·,

an order of performance which would probably not be very different in
avefllSO case from any number of single-stage battery-operated triode receivers. Using medium to high impedance phones, a few feet of aerial
an earth, all Iopa). stations should be available at good listening strength
a few of the stronger slgna1s from further afield. An eanh Is essential, by
the way, for good results from any small battery set like this-being a WU.
run back to a clamp around a water pipe or a separate pipe driven into
moist gro?Jl<l.
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For purely headphone llstenfDg to the stronger stations there may, In fact;
bo not much point In operating more than the one transistor and our chcuit
111ggests a wfring arrangement by which only one transistor is in operation

·--

while ever the phones are plugged into their jack. SJnce the other transistors

&0-0-0

.are inoperative, best battery economy is realised in .this way.
#

We shall have more to say about some of these points towards the end of
the article.

'Ihe power output available ffom the FE'i' detector is really not enough to
operate a loudspeaker and, for constructors who may want loudspeaker
operation, we have incorporated a simple audio amplifier. It is a tw<Htage
dass-A system with an output of approximately 40mW at a current drain of
aro~ 12!1lA. 'lbfs order of power is quite sufficient for "hobby" listening ·
. and is the most economical approach to o'btalnfng a slmplo amplifier. 'Ibo
drCuit details have been worked out to make the best use of the 18V
supply already made necessary by the FET detector.
1DC stabilisation is ~rovided by OC feedback from the 150-ohm emitter load
resistor of the 2N3568 transistor to the base of BC108. Ifthe c1,1.ttent thro
the 2N3568 had a tendency to rise due to temperature, for'examplo, the
wltago across the 150-ohm resistor increases which causes the BC108 to
conduct more. This decreases the voltaie across the BC108 and biases the
outpµt transistor back to a lower current. While DC stabilisation involves
extra.circuitry, it minimises the risk of a build-up hi the operating current,
which is not good either for transistors or batteries!

CCIL PINS CPINOIL
.lJINO•
1

Most of the small components
mount on two tagstrips. Shown .
above is the tagstrip holding the
detector and its various com·
ponent1. It mounts dole to the
coil.
EARTH V1A

PHONE SOCKET
-18V

Jlecause the FET detector also has an amplifying fUnction, the addition of
two audio stages produces quite high ·overall gaiJi at audio frequencies. With
such gain comes some risk of irultability, particularly when the impedance
of the supply batteries Increases as they age. For this reason, the circuit
specifies electrolytics of generous value for bypassing and decoupling.
A step circuit consisting of a 220 ohmresistor and a .047uF Qapacitor
rolls off the response abovo the audio range to ~ the risk of high
frequency instability arising from possiblo resonance effects in the output
tr~ormer. A high frequency roll-off can also be quite a help in the even&
of poor layout bringing the output and input wiring tQo close together.

The diodo connected from emitter to base of the BC108 is necessary to
prevent the transistor being diiven to destruction by l!uge negative " •
of the input signal. This does not happen under normal conditions but, if'
the regeneration control is advanced too far with a coil having over-gener
feedback, the FETstage may motorboat or ";quegg., at low frequencies.
This can result in a signal with an amplitude of around 9 volts peak-t
The diode clipS this to a safe level of about 1 volt peak-to-peak. The di
must be a BAlOO or siniilar silicon type, as ge~maniwn types will upset
.22

- The audio board, which is virtually a complete ampli{kr,
other than the volume control
and output transformer. The receiver can be built without the
au<!lo '!_mpll{kr, if delired•

bias conditions. ·
Under normal conditions the output transistor will be running just within
its,dissiP,ation ratings at which it will be warm to the touch. Those readers
who feel-so inclined could fit a "flag" heat sink fashioned from brass shim.
We ~ust warn against allowing the FET stage to squegg for any length of·
time with the volume control fully advanced. While the first transistor is
protected by the diode, the current through the second transistor may
· increase sufficiently to exceed its dissipation rating. If left in this state for
too long, which is perhaps unlikely because of the unpleasant sound, tho
transistor ma,y be destroyed.
·
The volume control can be regarded as a ref'mement to the circuit rather
than an absolute necessity. The actual loudness of the signal will vary
greatly with the setting of the reaction control and, to some degree, it can
serve as a volume oontrol. However, as the reaction is backed off to reduce
volume, there is an accompanying reduction in selectivity and this can be a
nuisance to anyone operating the receiver close to one or more powerful
stations. In such circumstances, there is an advantage in operating the
reaction control very close to the point of oscillation and relying on a
separate volume control to set the loudness of the signal from the speaker.

Left: Thi 1tyl1 of winding for high frequ1ncy coils, showing spaced
winding and lnt1rwound primary. Right: .The style of winding for th1
low fr.1qu1ney clo11 wound coils.

As mentioned earlier, our prototype FET receiver was built up on a chassis
that had been used for previous project. The chassis measures 8 inches
long by 4% inches wide, by 1% inches deep, wjth a ~-inch lip along the iear
edge. The panel size is 9 by 6 s~ incl).es - a slz;e which happens to
correspond with one of our standard instrument boxes. None of these
dimensions is critical, however •.
In fact, the set could be assembled on a simple baseboard or dressed up as
elaborately as the individual construetor may wish. Whatever the metho<t,
however, it should be provided with a metal front panel, which would be
connected to earth to prevent hand capacitance from affecting the tuning
of the setting of the reaction capacitor.

BAND

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

REACUON

'70HICz to
2MHz

IOOT of 32SWG.
Close .wound,

& already explained, the chcuit is designed so tha~ the FET RF stage may
be used alone, driving high impedance (2000-<>hm) headphones, or as a

!IT, of 32SWO.
Sp,ced 3/161n from
earth end of 1econdary,

40-60T. 40SWG.
Spaced 1/8in from
&ate end of secondary,

1.8MHz to
4.7MHz

modest loudspeaker set. The jack which accommodates the phones is so
wired that it switches off the amplifier section when the phones are plugg
in.

UT, 32SWG.
Spaced 1/Bin from
earth end of 1econdary,

,38T. :ZSSWG,
Close wound.

20-3ST. 32SWG.
Spaced 1/8in from
sato end of secondary.

2.9Mffzto
11.:ZMHz

ST. 32SWO.
Spaced 1/161n from
earth end of 10COn'd·
ary.

13T. 2SSWO.
Spaced to occupy

9-trr; 32SWG.
Spaced 1/8in from
sate end of second·
ary.

11'. 32SWG.
4T. 2SSWG.
Jnterwound from Spaced to occupy
earth end of secondtin.
·
·ary.

4-6T. 32SWG.
Spaced 1/8in from
gare end of second·
lry,

This switching function may be performed with one of the simpler type
jacks, wired as shown in the circuit. However, the frame of the jack MUST
be ins~ted from the chassis. Alternatively,bne may use ajack in.which
the two switch contacts are completely insulated from the sJgnal contacts;,
in which case there is no need for additional insulation.

, 8.:ZMHz to
30MHz
~

AERIAL

!in.
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For the original recemr, the amplifier and FET stage were assembled on
separate tagboards, as shown in the accompanying diagram!. Readers
using these diagrams and the under-chassis photograph should have no
trouble in duplicating the lay-out.
The tuning capacitor is a si;indard mlnfatui:e (so<alled when it was first
introduced) type but any serviceable 400pF (approx.) broadcast tuning
gang could be used with onJy one stator actually connected. The regenera
tion capacitor is a standard lOO'pF type connected .in series with an
additional lOOpF to.reduce its maximum effective capacitance to SOpF.
Agaiii, any available 'sman capacitor could be used in this position giving
an effective maximum capacitance of between SO,and lOOpp.
For the tuning coil,_we used a standard valve type bought over the count
toils like this have been plentiful in the past, being variously known as
"ReinarU" or "reaction" or' aerial with reaction" & far as we know th
bilve n~ver been graced with the modern term "regenerative". Such coils
are usuaDy branded in some way to identify the connections; in this case
"gate" substitutes for "grid" and "drain" for "plate", all other conn
being as normal.
·

If the coil is of a type having the pins arranged in a plastic moulding, do
not heat the connections more than is necessary to make a good soldere4
connection.
Home.Wound coils could doubtless be used in the circuit and any coll or
winding specifications that have been salvaged from a valve situation wo
be worth a trial
·
Incidentally, if you have a close look at the photographs, you may spot
where we moved the coil slightly to one side to make room for the batt
The battery we used was an Eveready 2512 which is actually a dual nin
volt battery which can be inter-connected for nine volts, 18 volts or 18
with centre-tap. Care must be taken in wiring the plug·for the battery as
the two individual internal batteries are connected diagonally to the
terminals at one end of the case; the battery used in the prototype gave
JJO clear indication as to how plug connections shoulcfbe made. To effi
a series connection, the plug should bridge an adjacent pair of plus and
minus connections. The remaining two connections become plus and
minus 18 volts.
Readers who have other batteries on hand may connect them in series
obtain the required 18 volts, but they must be capable of supplying th•
necessary 12mA.

& can be seen in the photograph of the rear of the chassis we used a
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motion planetary drive for the dial. This enables the set to be tuned with
far greater ease than with the tuning knob connected dir,.,..1., t th

.
-~ o . egang.
The output transformer is a small 400-ohm primary type, as C9mmon]y
used for ~ transistor sets. The secondary impedance should sult the
speaker voice coil.
·
··
Ideally, the speaker should be 11$ large as possi"ble with a large magnet 'to
make t~e bes~ use of the power output. The small speaker in the roto
gave .q111te satisfactory volume for listening in the hobby room orpby th~pe
bedside.
Having descn'bed .the cons~ction of the receiver it is appropriate to discuss
~e perfor~~ce 1t ~~uld ~ve. ~ spite ~f the reservations expressed earlier
10 cempanng it to similar high-gain transistor designs, the receiver does give
a very,good account of itself.
In ~e author's ho!11e in a western Sydney sliburb, all the local broadcast
st~tiens were' received at good loudspeaker strength with about five feet of

Wl!e connected to the aerial terminal. To be completely satisfactory
thou~, the set must have an earth connection both to complement fue
fun~t!en of the aerial and to eliminate hand capacity effects. With the
a~d!tlon o~ the earth connection the set performed very well and, with
cnt1cal turung, brought in many country stations;
' - ~a~, with the same aerial and earth connections, the set performed ~ell
With just .the FET detector driving high impedance headphones. All the
local stations plus a few of the nearer country stations were brought in at
goo~ headphone volume. Better performance could conceivably.have been
obtained by experimentl!lg with the length of aerial. The further the set is
operated from local stations, the longer will be the aerial which it is pra.ctical
to use.

The frequency coverage of the prototype was from S30XHz to almost
2-MHz.
If readers hav~ a pair of low imped~ce headphones (say 8 ohms) they

~~ld be ~est connected across the secondary of the output transformer.
to am lew unpedance headphones of about 200 ohms could be connected
. the eutput ~ansistor in place o~ the output transformer. Both schemes
'Will mean drawing f~ power from the battery.

~or the ~nefit of those reader~ who have not h?d experience using
generative sets the following appended notes should be helpful:

~nei:ition-or reaction-is a circuit principle which has been very widely

to ~crease the gainand selectivity of small receivers (typically frotll •
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t to 3 valves or transistors) which wouJd otherwiso be notably Jacking in
these respects. It Involves coupling some of the amplified RF eneigy present
in the detector output circuit bade to the input in such a way as to add to
the strength of the input signal.
In the present c:lrcuit, this ts done by coupling the RF output 'ria the lOOpF
xegeneration capacitor to a aepuate winding, L3, which is magnetically
ooupled to the main tuned circuit, I.2. Winding L3 is manged 80 that its
field reinforces the field produced in the tuned circuit. If the r~eration
capacitor is adjust6d so that the field produced in the tuned wmding is
above a certain minimum level, the FET stage will oscillate. This is becauso
it doesn't need an input any qiore-it is supplying its own from the 1
regeneration winding. It oscllJates at the frequency at which the tuned
circuit Is adjusted to resonate.
In this condition it will not amplify properly. SJgnals placed up by the
!aerial will beat With the self-genemtecl osclllations to produce a heterod~e
·whistle which will vity Jn pitch as the receiver Is tuned. 'lhe voice of m~
signals modulating the cmier will be heard as distorted and even unint

noises.

'

It-is not a good idea to leave the set in a state of osclllati~n, since it can ca
interference in other sets·in the nearby area due to radiation from its aerial.
If the regeneration capacitor ls adjusted 80 that the stage ls JU;St below the
state of self-oscillation, the positive feedbadc will greatly increase the
sensitivity by almost cancelling losses in the circuit. At 6!e.same time, it
increases the sharpness of tuning and therefore the selectivity.
Thus best performance Is obtained with the reaction (or regeneration)
adjusted so that the stage ls on the veige of oscillation. This condition~
require different and critical setting of the reaction control for each.statio
If sufficient reaction cannot be obtained with a patticulat combination of
FET detector and coil, the series capacitor can be eliminated from the
reaction circuit, making available the full lOOpF of the reaction capacitor.
The addition of plug.fn coil facilities to the receiver extends its frequencyooverage into the short-wave region. 'Ihe next logical ~was to ascertailL
the performance above the broadcast band. 'Ihls article gives details on
plug.fn coils for the ieceiver.
'lhe data are suitable for neuly all small regenemtlve ielvers, except those
with a separate RF stage.
·
~

and minimum capacitance.
Readers who wish to do so oould restrict the overlap at either end of the
·
bands by the use of a trimmer capacitor connected in parallel with the main
tuning capacitor.
All coils are wound on 1%in diameter formers, which is a popular size for
plug-:in coils. The coils have the 6-t>in base, with two large pins to effect
polarisation. Looking at the base of the coil, the pins are numbered
clockwise from one to six, the two thick pins being one and six.

For the sake of convenience, only three popular enamelled who gauges
(SWG) have been specified. Wires of slightly different thickness and/or
different insulation could be used but allowance must be made for tlie
different space occupied by the windings and the resulting effect on tho
inductance.
The arrangement <Jf the windings on the former is shown in the accompany·
ing diagrams, one applying to three of the coils whil,e the other, with
interwound primary and secondary windings applies to the coil for tho highest frequency band. All coils are wound in the same direction.
Exact roll req~ments for any individual set are affected by the com·
ponents and the reception conditions generally, so that a little experimenting
will often result in greatly improved performance.
A typical example is the reaction·winding: If the recei\ter fails to oscillate
toward the low frequency end-of the band, it may be necessary to increase
the number of turns on the reaction winding and/or move it closer to the
secondary winding. If the reaction cannot be easily controlled then reverse
the above procedure.

In the prototype, we found it advantageous to inci:ease the amount of
available regeneration by. using the 'full range of the variable 1OOpF
capacitor instead of only an effective SOpF as in last month's version.

Because of the different orientation of the coll connections on the socltet

as compared to the "~·type" coil used in last month's version we found
it necessary to rearrange the components on the RF board in order to keep

leads, and thus stray capacitance to a minimum. We also removed the
'.'leaky-grid" components (LM resistor in parallel with lOOpF). These were
lllcluded Jn last month's version.

'lb.e coil details given presmne·the use of a 1UDinl capacitor with a maxf..
mum capacitance of around 40().pF. 'lhe coils have considerable overlap
at each end of their aD.oted band. 'lhls Js to aD.ow for wrlation in maxim

lhe only other information regarding the use of plug in coils is that, since
they have no shielding, the battery cannot be positioned close to the coil.
lhis same fact also means that the set can be used .without an aerial on the
broadcast band Jn strong signal areas. However. it needs an earth connection
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to ?educe ·the effects of hand capacitance, which can make tuning vert
clifficul~
'
Set up and using an aerlal about 40 feet long slung seven feet above gro
the set gave a good 'account of itself. Reception was good up to around
lOMHz where the peiformanco be~ to taper off. We have includoil the
information for winding the hlgher frequency coll foi the benefit of those
who may want to experiment further.

PARTS LIST
l Chassis and panel to ault components used.
l Dial scale and perspex panel.
1400 ohm impedance loudspeaker.transformer. .
l Speaker, ofimpedance to suit transformer secondary.
l Planetary drive.
118-volt battery, 9V+ 9V.
'1 phone jack, l71sulated mounting type, with pair of normally open
contacts {optional).
1 Valve type reaction
1 Plug to suit battery.
·
Miscellaneous: Hook-up wire, knobs screws, nuts, expanded aluminium
mesh for speaker. terminals for aerial and earth connections, on-off '
switch, etc.
RESIS'IORS (all 1'·Watt rating}

1 x JM, 1 x 68K, l x 22K, l x JSK, 1 x lOK, 1x4. 7K, 1 x 1.SK.
J x JK, l x 220 ohm, Ix 150 ohm, 1 x JOK (log) potentiometer.
C4PACITORS

SEMICONDUCTORS

1 lOOuF/6VW electrolytic.
1 2N4360 field effect transistor (FET}.
1200uF/18VWelectrolytic. 1BC108,2N3565 orslmllarsiliconNPN
11 OOuF/lBVW electrolytic. 12N3568 or limllar silicon NPN
•
1 BA.JOO or similar silicon diode.
110uF/6VW electrolytic.
2 0.47uF low voltage polyester.
1 0.047uF. low voltage polyeiter:
l 0.0047uF lo\f voltage polyester.
1 0.012uF low voltage polyester.
21 OOpF low voltage polyeiter or eeramlc.
'l Tuning.capacitor, Roblan ringle ~tlon, 19"1lSpF.
11 OOpF variable Captldtor for regeneration rree teXtJ

1WO SIMPLE RECEIVERS USING FETs
"Here. are two RF circuits using FETs, which may be of interest to
~penmenters. Tho fiISt ~ts is an _~tion of a standald valve .
~~the main differen~ being the inclusion of a source ('cathode')
resist?r t? provide bias for the FET. Bias appears to be necces
for
:e Cll'cwt to operate at its best, and has a further advantage :!iucing
_
ttezy current.
,
"Duo to tho large spread of tolerances for the type 2N4360 1 cannot
guarantee that all units will work satisfactorily. The one I u~ had an
Id of 4mA at Vgs=O, and a Vgs of ~Y IV was needed to reduce this
~o to 0.4mA, thus placing this unitin the hlgh-gain catego
Th·
bais resistor (marked with an asterisk) shoUid be adjusted for
e
performance, although this may be at tho expense of batteiy drain.

kst

:·B~changing the

coil it should be possi'ble to make this circult operate '

m e amateur of short-wave bands, although {have not tried this.

"Prompted by the success of this cilcuit, I decided to try the FETs in .
the VHF band. Gate-drain capacitance is the biggest problem here but
~reasoned that ~is ":'ould be of little consequence in a super-rege:ierativo
c1rcuitswhe~ oscillati~ns ar~ meant to be dev~loped, Stability in the RF
stage ~ achieved by using the common gate mbde.
"Bias is used in this circuit for the same reasons as in the rust circuit,
:d the resistors marked with asterisks will again need to be adjusted for
.st p~orm~~· :nie remarks about the tolerance spread and the
Sllltability of mdiVJdual units also applies.

"The circuit was built on a piece of tag strip as shown in the
accompanying layout diagram, and is housed in a metal box.
Acceptable reception was obtained on channels. Oand 2 using about
for•. feet ,of, wire laid out in·a horizontal ilirection and connected to
=~ Ad as an iantimrui Better results: can be obtained by removing
an connecting terminals A' and 'B' to a TV aerial.
~is imp~~tive that the unit be housed in a'metal box, or else·
h ect radiation from IA will interfere with nearby TV sets When
~used in this fashion the units, including aerial, can be br~ught
Wi~ a few inches of a TV set qr feeder without c;:ausing any
noticeable interference.
~~is imp~t that all leads~~ with the RF section be as
rt ~d rigid as possi'ble. Philips au trimmers are used as variable ·
:pacitors and some kind of insulating shaft will be needed to operate
em, One posst'ble method is illustrated. In practice, the RF
31
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Below, th11
layout •I the
super - regenerative FE1'
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AN "ALL-WAVE TWO~' RECEIVER
In years goite by, receivers of this type were all-valve devices, but more
xecently readers have been looking to solid state versions; Whether valve
or solid state, the basic receiver usually ctmsists of a regenerative detector
followed by some sort of audio amplifier.

~
I

... .

·A typical approach to this classic design, using solid state devices, is the
"Fet-Three," This covered initially only the broadcast band, but details
were given for a set of plug-in coils to extend the tuning range right up to
30MHz.
'lbls little set was the irrst of our small receiver designs to use a field effi
transistor. Junction FETs were the only ones which could be considered,
on the score of ease of handling by those inexperienced, and the spread in
characteristics of these devices was so wide·that it was almost mandatory '
that each FET had to be adjusted to the individual circuit. In addition,
the -gain of these FETs was generally much lower than most bipolar
transistors.
This situation has since greatly improved, in that junction FETs are now
' available at qoite low cost, with much reduced characteristic spreads and
giving greater gain than previously.
The-qqestion may wel}. be asked, why all this ado about FETs, when they
·could be bypassed by the simple expedient of using bipolar transistors
anyway. This may be true only up to a point. to be sure, bipolar transistors are quite easy to handle and are clpable of high gain. However, there
is at least onll._ Hisadvantage in that the input impedance in particu\ar is
quite low, typically just If few thousand ohms. This means that a tuned
drcuit could not be shunted directly by the base-emitter junction of tho
transistor, as the resultant loading would reduce the Q of the circuit to
an unusable level. This may admittedly be ove1come to a large degree by
tapping the base well down the coil.

I
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On the other hand, FETs have a very high input impedance between tlj.o
gate and source, comparing-favourably with the high input impedance
between grid and cathode of a valve. With either of these devices, the coil
may be connected directly across the input elements, with loading being
Wt_ually insigitificant. Considering this advantage of the FET, together
with the more simple bias requirements, then we have at lea$t a reasonable
case for using it. In addition, FETs can provide somewhat less obvious ·
but equally important advantages in terms of improved overload and
cross -modulation performance, although these advantages may not be of
great significance in the C8$C of the small receiver.

A {llodem design for a small receiver may use a FET to advantage in tho
34 .
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"front end," then, But what about the audio section'? To return to the
Fet-Three for just a moment, this used a straightforward two-sµge audio
amplifier, capable of sufficient output to drive a loudspeaker. This
would still make a satisfactor}r arrangement. However, with progress in
the solid state field, microcircuit or ' 11C" audio amplifiers are now available. The Mullard/Phillps device type TAA300 is a typical example, an
audio amplifier made UJ:l ,around this device giving approimately 1 watt of
audio, with an input senisitivity of 8mV or less, and with a modest supply
of nine volts.
Armed with the new advantages of the latest FET's together with the new
audio IC's we tecently set ourselves the task of improving the Fet-Three. The
goals which were voluntarily set included such things as the use of one FET
and one IC, the idea being simplicity together ~th optimum use of these
devices. Also, if at all posiible, the receivers should cover from the broadcast
band, right up to 30MHz. Battexy ,operation would be ~e prime mode but
operation from a mains power supply could be an alte~ative.To.keep construction simple, plug-in coils would be used,rather than a switching system.
In considering all these points, the Reflex reet!iver also came to mlnd1 as ·
this receiver is a very high performer. Basically, it consisted of a regenera·
tive RF amplifier, followed by a voltage-doubler detector. The audio
from the detector was then fed back into the transistor. which functioned
this time as an audio amplifier. (This is called "reflexing").
I~ would~ pos~b!e to use:ttie reflex approach in a new design, i:m4 a

;regen~tiv<'. RF amplifier too, .b~t '!Ising an FET, instead of a transistor.·

The voltage-doubling detector could also be used as this gives virtually
. double the audio output voltage, for the modest outlay of an extra
germanium diode. However, the reflexing would pose considerable
problems on the short-wave bands, and in any case can sometimes involve
the beginner (and them9re experien~d constructor!) in obscuro
Jnstability problems.
We have therefore decflied to reject the reflexing idea, while adopting
the idea of combining the regenerative FET amplifier with a voltag~
doubling diode detector. And so we have the basis for our new design
~y. It is just a matter of explaining the details.
let us haVe a look at the circuit and see just how ft has all worked out.
As mentioned before, the first stage is a regenerative RF amplifier. Each
plug-in coil consists of three windings, a primary, a tuned secondary, and
a feedback, ''tickler" or reaction winding. The aerial is connected to the
primary winding and the secondary is tuned to.the wanted signal with a
wriable capacitor of 400pF or so maximum capacity. Feedback via the
third winding is controlled by the ~le zeaction capacitor of about
lOOpF.

It may be noticed that there k a self-bias iesistor of 100 ohms in the
source circuit of the FET. This is a design centre value for this type of'.
FET and should not be varied. The
is shown bypassed to RF
as would normally be expected. It may be worthwhile~ b:cx>eriment

resistor

here, however,.by omitting the O.luF bypass, as the resulting degen~·
tive effect opposes the regeneration and can sometimes make regenemtion smoother. We found it better in our case to leave the bypass in
circuit.

Due to therelativetyhfghcurrenttaken by the FETand themoc!estsupply
voltage,it is necessary for COI:rect operation to have a drain load whk:h is high
to the RF signals, yet which does not CllUll() an excessive DC voltage drop.
This is achieved by using a 2.SmH RF choke in this position.
Following the RF stage is a half-wave voltage doubling detector come
prising the .OOlSuF and .220uF capacitors and the two germanium
diodes. The detector circuit is identical with that of the half-wave
voltage doubler rectifier used Jn power suPi>Ues. the only difference
being in terms of component values. Where one has to deal with low
frequencies as in a power supply, the capacitors are generally hJgb.
value electrolytics, and the diodes ue of the power type.
Instead of being connected to the secondary of a power transformer,
the detector obtains its signal from the output of the RF amplifier.
At the output end of the detector, tllo equivalent load Ja the lOJt
volume controL
·
;
The audio amplifier which follows fa built around the TAA300 1C
previously mentioned. Assembly is on a printed wiring board, and all
the components shown within the dotted lines are accobunodated on
the board. This includes an extra component, a 560pF. capacitor,
which is suggested by Mullard/Phllips to restrict the high frequenct
,
response and thereby avoid any possi'bility of high frequency Instability.
The audio amplifier is designed to feed into a lou~ of 8 ohms.
This is the minimum inlpedance which should be used, but the impedanco
may be increased if desired to 15 ohms with a small !eduction Jn audio
output. .
Perhaps the last item of main fntmest on the circuit fcS the c1ecoapUDg ·
introduced in the supply line from the 9 volt source, to the RF amplifier.
The decoupling consists of a 100 oJun resistor, a lOOuF capacitor and a
O.luF capacitor, thelattercapacitornormallybeiogiequhed toemmea
low impedance RF path across the power source. However, to e1im1nate
a small amount of instability due to Jntenction between the RF ampliflet
ancJ the audio amplifier, we found it necessur to introduce tho addltional
lOOohm resistor and lOOuF electrolytle.

37
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· For those readers who wish to use a pair of headphones either additionally or instead of a loudspeaker, we have made provision for this. The circuit modification involved is shown separately, and the jack involved
is fitted to the front panel, just below the slider battery on/off switch.
It will be noted that there is a 100 ohm resistor shunted across the
speaker circuit and wired directly to the jack. This is to provide for the, '
minimum load to be presented to the audio lC output, in the event of
an otherwise open circuit or more likely, for when a pair of high ·
impedance headphones are used.
While on the subject of headphones, it might be worthwhile to note that
these fall into two broad categories, high and iow impedance. The type
which was common years ago and more particularly those used on
aystal sets, were of high impedance, usually between 2,000 and 4,000
ohms. On the other hand, low impedance types are nowadays quite
common and these are generally around 8-40 oluns. Either type would
be suitable for use on this receiver.
The prototype set was built up on a chassis and panel. The chassis
measures Bin long by 4¥.Jn wide, by W.Jn deep, with a *In lip along the
rear edge. The panel size is 9in by 6.S-8in and this size corresponds
-with one of our standard instrument boxes. It is of course up to the
builder to d~de whether or not he fits the finished set into a box.
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As an alternative to the chassis just described, the set may be built up ..
breadboard style using a piece of board to mount the components which
would otherwise be fixed to the chassis. However, an earthed metal
front panel is a "must" in order to minimise hand capacitance effects
when tuning.

i8~
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The dial is mounted directly to the front panel, along with the 3in
loudspeaker. Whilst on the subject of speakers, ii is worth noting
that although such a small speaker gives a satisfactory account of
itself, the larger types are generally more efficient and one of these
could be used to advantage if· desired .This would probably dictate the
use of a hqger case unless the speaker were housed separately,
·

~

+
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The front panel is fixed to the chassis simply by mounting' the volume
control, reaction capacitor, on/off switch and headphone jack. When
.mounting these.components, it is important to remember to insulate
the headphone jack from the chassis and panel.
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The headphone jack is normally insulated with a pair of fibre washers.
If no means are provided for stopping the bush from touching the
metalwork inside the hole, then care must be taken to see that the
hole if ovetsize and that the bush is centred so as not to allow a
·
short cir~uit. '
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The reaction capacitor which vie used is mount!l(i by two screws
threading into metal blocks in the end insulating material. This method
insulates the capacitor from the panel and so a lead must be run from
tile' rotor plates to an earth lug nearby. If you use a capacitor with the
familiar rotor bush mounting, then it will be automatically returned to

earth.

'

A further word about the ~ction capacitor. We used one with a maximum capacitance of ~OOpF and to make adjustment somewhat easier,
we connected a lOOpF NPO ceramic capacitor in series with it. If a
variable capacitor of 50pF is available, then it may be used and there
will be no need for the lOOpF series capacitor,
The main tuning capacitor has a maximum capacitance of 41SpF.
,
Titls is not really essential and if you have an old one in good condition
which approximates the size required, electrically and physically, then
it would be in order to use it. This capacitor is mounted on the top of
the chassis and immediately behind the dial.mechanism. ·
Immediately be'hind the tuning capacitor, is a six-pin valve socket, for
the set of pluglin qoils. the coils are all wound on moulded formers.
1%in diameter and with a six pin base. More will be said about.winding
the coils later on.
We used a nine volt battery for the prototype and this is held to the
chassis with an "L" shaped aluminium bracket. The at:rial and earth
terminals are fixed to the back skirt of the chassis. The earth terminal
should make j!ood electrical contact to the chassis, whereas the aerial
terminal must be insulated with the washer provided.
The FET RF amplifier and detector are wired up on a piece of tag
board, in our case, a piece with 10 pairs of tags. This is not really
necessary and a shorter bo31d may be used, provided it has enough tags
for the job, Details of this board are given in the wiring diagram. It is
also important to note that the board is mounted adjacent to the six
pin coil soeket, so that leads may be kept as short as possi"ble.
The IC audio amplifier is built on a board, The assembled board is
mounted in a convenient position underneath the chassis. The position
is not vital, so long as 'it fits in conveniently with other components.
At the same time, if you consider moving it from the indicated position,
it would be wise to keep the input end as far as possible from the active
detector circuitry.

AERIAL
PRIMARY

SECONDARY

REACDON

2MHz

I.ST. of 32SWG.
Spaced 3/16in
from earth end of

lOOT of 32SWO.
Close wound.

40T. 40SWG,
Spaced 1/8in from
aato encl ol iecoo·

2MHzto
6MH.z

11T.32SWO.
Spacecl -1/Sin from
eann end of aecoa·

27T.2SSWG.
CIOM WOIDld.

BAND
SSOKHz to

~dary.

'

clary,

clary.

6MHzto
ISMHz

.ST.32SWG.
lOiT. 2SSWO.
.ST.32SWG•
Spaced
l/161n Spa'*1 to occupy Spaced 1/81n from
from earth end of
iip.
pte end of 10C011aecondary.
dary.
IT. 32SWG.
3T. 32SWO.
4tT.2SSWO.
Interwound 'from Spac;ed to occupy Spaced l/81n from
earth Cll'd .of secon·
fin.
aate end of 1CC:On·
dary.
dary.

lSMHz to
30MH.z

At top l'/t a" detalla /or the high band coiu, showing interwinding
for top coil. At right, details for tu clou wo11nd lower band coils.
Immediately abov1 an completl coil winding detaill_.

clmdt diagram, with tu e%trrl
circuitry for headphones,•, •

The overall construction and assembly order is not really vital, but
perhaps a good place to start would be witii the audio amplifier
board. There are only ten items to be soldered in place and the board
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clary.

13T. 32SWO.
Spaced I/Bin from
aate end of secon·

...

(

,

· is complete. The diagram should be followed carefully and a few

important points should be observed to ensure succe~. Make sure that
all the electrolytic capacitors are in their correct positions and that .
the correct polarity is observed. When .fixin: the.IC, make sure tha~ it
is done with due respect for the correct orientation of the connectio
The tag on the IC is betw~n connections 1 and 10 and these should
soldered to the appropriate band of copper on the board. The other
connections will automatically be correct.
Before leaving the audio board, there is one extra component which
bas to be added making the tenth, and this is the S60pF capacitor
across the inpuL It is wired underneath the board, from pin 7 of tho'
IC to a convenient point on the earthed part of the copper.
Although this complet6s the wiring of the board, it is still n~
provide the heat sink clip for the IC. We made ono up from a piece of
copper sheet, about 24- gauge and measuring 2ln x ~One end was
wound around a S/16th diameter drill and the resul~ loop was
adjusted by band to the correct diameter, such that it was a neat fit
over the case of the IC. Although copper is excellent for this jo~, o
metals such as brass, aluminium, ot steel, would probably be satisfact
The next job could be to wire up the tag board which supports the
amplifier and detector components. This is straJgb.tforward and no
trouble should be experienced in following the diagram. It may well
be at this point to mention that when-making all the soldered jo~ts o
this and ·elsewhere, that care should be taken to ensure a good joint
at the same time, avoid overheating of the components.

1

Th~ bnclcet to hold the battery in place can be fashioned from as

of 16-gauge aluminium about 61hin long and 3Ain wide. This is fonn

into an "L" shape, or r:ither that of a "U", with one long le~ ~d on
only about o/4in long, and can be fashioned by actu~y bending 1t ar~
.the battery to be held. The general idea can be obtained from the pie
A hole is required near the end of the long leg, with a matching hole
the back skirt of the chassis.
'There areiour plug.Jn coils and these may now be wound. The coils
are wound on lY.Jn diameter moulded formers which include a stan
six-pin base.
It may be noted that there are two thick pins on these formers, the P
being numbered clockwise from one to six with !he t'!"O thic~ pins
"one" and "six'' All of the winding details are given m the table and
1'; backed up
two diagrams; showing just how the windings are
on ~hformer.

with

For the sake of convenience, only three popular enamelled wire gauges
(SWG) have been specified. W"ues of slightly diffeient thickness and/or
different insulation could be used but allowance should be made for the
different space occupied by the windings and the resulting effect on the
inductance.
The arrangement of the windings on the form~ is shown in the accompanying diagrams, one applying to three of the coils while the other,
~th inter-wound primary and secondary windings, applies to the coil
for the highest frequency band. ~ coils are wound irt the SllJlle direction.

-

Exact coil requirements for any individual set are affected by the
components and the reception conditions generally, so that a little
experimenting will often result in greatly improved performance.
A typical example is.the reaction winding. If the receiver fails to
oscillate towards the low frequency end of the band, it maybe necessary
to increase the number of turns on the reaction winding and/or move it
closer to the secondary winding. If the reaction cannot be readily
controlled then less reaction is probably µi order, and the above pro-cedure should be reversed.
We have shown pin numbeiings on the circuit, for the coil terminations.
These are suggested ~d are what we actually used, as they make for
reasonably short leads which need to be run·to other points. If you
alter these connections, then it should be done with short leads in mind.

to

The dial knob spindle may be just a little long and this point should
be checked. If necessary' cut off no more than is necessary with a hacksaw. A convenient way to do this, is to hold the spindle in a vyce, which
steadies the assembly while the unwanted end is cut off.
Having done all this preparatory work, the reader should now be in a
position to take on the final assembly. As mentioned previously, the
front panel is fixed to the chassis by means of the front controls and
this may therefore be the lust operation, to bring the chassis, panel
and front controls together. The loudspeaker and dial may be next. The
tuning capacitor, which has its spindle fixed to the dial drive, is mounted
next. Before doing so, make sure that you have soldered, a lead to the
lug to the fixed plates. The lead should be long enough to reach the coil
socket.
Mount the coil socket and the aerial and earth terminals. Then follows
the RF amplifier and detector board. This is stood off from the chassis
With a pair of1hin spacers, l/4in diameter and tapped to l·Sin Whitworth.
Before similarly mounting the audio board, it would be advisable to
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solder leads-to the appropriate points, which run to other parts of tho
receiver. This only leaves the battery to be f"vced, with the clamp all
ready made for it.
'
We are now in a position to do all the wiring between units and other
individual components, such as the switch, phone jack, loudspeaker,
volume control, coil sock-et, etc. When carrying out this part of the job,
+9V supply sh<?uld only be run to the audio amplifier, omitting the run
to the RF amplifier.
-At this point, we.are just about rea4y to carry out the rust test and . .
adjustment. But before doing so, make a thorough check of the assembly
and wiring, to make sure that there are no errors or omissions. When
satisfied about this and if one is available, connect a multimeter in·series
with +9V supply lead to the audio amplifier. Set the multimeter to the
lOOmA, or a higher range and switch on. Adjust the 25K potentiometer
on the audio board, for a quiescent current of 8mA. If a meter is not
available, then we suggest that you set the potentiometer to mid.range.
I

.

With the battery switch off, disconnect the meter from the circuit and
restore the lead to the battery plug. Leave the plug dosconnected from
the battery. Run the lead which was omitted earlier, from the +9V supp
to the RF amplifier. The set is now ready for final testing and any Cali·
brations.which may be considered necessary or desirable.
.

In any case, the next thing is to check that the receiver is functioning
normally. This can be done by plugging in preferably the lowest frequency coil and connecting the aerial. More will be said about aerials
later on. Having established that all is well, those who do not have to do
any cah"brating may skip over the next few paragraphs and read what
follows.
For readers who Wish to cah"brate their own dial scales, we will first
assume that you have a signal generator or calibrated oscillator at your
disposal. This is ~ operation which can be both easy and interesting, and
we suggest that you proceed as follows:
Unscrew the four screws holding the perspex plate which covers the dial
scale, remove the perspex and replace the screws. Plug in the coil for tho
broadcast band and connect the signal generator to the aerial and earth
~nninals.
.
Set ~e signal generator to say 600KHz and set the output level no higher
than ts necessary for an easily detected signal. Adjust the regeneration
almost to the point of oscillation and find the signal on the receiver. Mar
this position in pencil on the approp~te scale on the dial. Repeat this
, process at frequencies differing by lOOKHz steps, right across the dial
to2MHz.
•
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Plug in ~e 2 to 6MHz coii, an~ cah"brate this range with p_oints at say ~
SOOKHz intervals. Next, plug m the 6 to lSMHz coil and calibrate the
appropriate range in the similar' manner. Finally, with the lS to 30MHz
coil in position, calibrate at interv3ls_of say lMHz.
·
Now r~move the dial scale and carefully mark each point with a lining
pen and black drawing ink. Figures corresponding to the calibrations
are filled in and the scales then refitted io the dial. The reproduction
of our scale will serve as a guide to the finished scales.
Finally, her~ are some pointers which should be a useful guide ro tho
tuning and operation of this kind of receiver.
When the reaction or "regeneration" in the RF amplifier is increased
the sensitivity is also increased and selectivity is shalpened as well. ,
Sensitivity and selectivity reach a maximum just at the point of oscillation.
~or the reception.of AM signals, the regeneration should normally be set
Just below the pomt of oscillation. However, when attempting to-receive
very weak signals which are not satisfactory·under these conditions it
is often possible to copy them if the RF· amplifier is made to osc~to
and the signal carefully timed so that there is no whistle.
~or the reception of morse code or "CW" signals, the RF amplifier

brought to the point of oscillation and then the signal is tuned
slightly to one side or the other, thus producing a whistle or beat note.
The note is selected to suit the convenience of the listener: The side
selected does not matter but if interference is present it can often bo ·
avoided by :selecting a particular 'Side.
,
'
'
.
Again, for SSB reception, the RF amplifier is made to oscillate and
the signal is resolved by carefully tuning for the best speech.quality.
Note that when the RF amplifier is made to oscillate for all the conditions
just mentioned, there is no point in advancing the regeneration control
beyond the position where reliable oscillation is achieved.
JS

Ano~er

important pbint concerns adjustments for volume with strong
AM signals. Do not back off the regeneration control if the volume is
too high. This practice will certainly reduce the volume but the
selectivity will be seriously degraded as well. The corredt procedure is
to leave the regeneration at maximum an<;l u~ the volume control. For
CW and SSB reception, the question does not arise since the colume
level can be adjusted only with the volume control
Suitable aerials could be quite a topic in itself. For best results over the ·
full coverage of the receiver, a number of different types of aerials
would be desirable. The needs will vary according to the location and
the frequencies on which most interest'rests. .
45

fi broadcast band and freql1onCl9s up to abollt 3MHz, a .
As a gut~ of wlie would bO soitabJe. Tlrls may be inside or outside
~ha length as suits local conditions, pro=~A~
woulcl
stations, etc. For general short wavo i:eception, a
:r rime
be very suitable.~~.=~~..: :
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IC andio amplifier ~tes under class ..B" ~ons and briefly,

: : means that the toudei tlie volume; the higher~ be~e=.cu;nm~
drawn from tbe~battery. 'Iherefoie, only use sufficient v - e ox
pievaWng conditions.

PARTS LIST

and

1 <Jum/8
J1'11U!l to suit
1 Dial /ICQJe and drive assembly
, J Speaker to suit, 8·15 ohms YC
1 9-volt battery
1 Switch, onloff
1 Plug to adt 'battery
J Phone jack, inlulated mounting, with normally open contacll
1 6-pbualve M>Cket 4 6-pln coil f()7t1U!IT. I *in dla.
2 Tennlnllb, aetfll1 and ellTlh
I . Wiring board
·1 Tag board, length to suit
.
I 2NS459 or MPFIOS junctlo"n; FET
I TAA300 audio microcircuit
2 OA91 or limilar germanium dlode1 ..
2 Bra18 apacen, ~long, *in· ilia.,. tap'[ied I/Bin Whit.
l 2.SmH RF choke
RESISTORS
l 47ohmi,Hw
2 100 ohm.I, Hw
l 1OK {lot.) 'f'Otenlometer
l 2SK prettet 'f'Ofentiometer
CAPAaTORS
l JOOpFNPOciramlc
2 O.JuFlowvoltage
J 1 JOOpF miniature Pariable (set: text}
. J 0.47uF low voltage
.J 415pF8lnglegangrariable
l 25uF;6AYWelec
J 560pFlowroltagepolystyrrme
l lOOuF 12YWefec
I .0015uF low. voltage polye1ter
I 1Z5uF1 OYW elec
J .022uF low Poltage ceramic
l 200UF 1OVW elec
1 .047uF low voltage ceramic
l 320UF6.4YW elec

"!.rtscetUJrffoCJ"s.· ·.

.

Hookup wire, solder, lug1, scm411, nun, expanded alumlniumfor,
qH!llker, heat an~ for IC, bwbl, etc.
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SHORTWAVE CONVERTERUSES ONLY 2 TRANSISTORS
A simple converter'using two transistors which will mate with almost
any normal broadcast for reception of shortwave signals in the range
6-l9MHz• .
From time to time, we receive requests for a converter to listen to any
one of a number of segments of the short wave and very short w~ve
bands.
Oearly, any one converter cannot be made to do all the jobs which
have been asked for. However, after considerable thought, we have
come up with a printed wiring board which we hope to use as the basis
for a wide range of converters. A kind of "universal" board has been
arrived at, which may be used as a simple short wave converter covering
the range 6-19MHz. Both of these may be arranged to feed into a
first IF of 1.6MHz, which means that they may be fed into any reasonable broadcast band receiver.
By changing the output IF to say 3.5MHz or 5MHz, the converter may

be fed into a suitable receiver capable of being set to one of these
frequencies. More than likely such a receiver would be capable of
receiving such modes .as CW and SSB in addition to normal AM.
I

•

It may also be possible to extend the upper frequency limit to include
say the 52-54MHz amateur band, to the various services around 80MHz
and even to the 118-136MHz aviation and 144-140MHz amateur
bands. Perhaps the last two bands may be stretching the friendship .
somewhat, but we hope to have a look at them in the' not too distant
future and see if they are a practical proposition.
So far, we have only considered tuning over a ·band of frequencies,
with a variable oscillator in the converter and a fixed first IF. An
alternative method is to use an oscillator on a fixed frequency, with the
turting done by the receiver at the first IF. This method has a number
of advantages. One is that the oscillator may be crystal c.ontrolled,
resulting in a high order of frequency stability.
A further simplification is possible if the converter is to be:used for
reception of one particular channel or station only. Here the RF tuning
of the converter may be fixed and the first IF also fixed at some·
suitable frequency.
The frequency of t)J.e crystal controlled converter oscillator will depend
upon the frequency of the wanted signal and the first IF. This could r
involve the use of an oscillator on frequencies between say IMHz and
lOOMHz or so. Crystal oscillators are availab1e to cover this wide range
but the appropriate circuit varies somewhat over the range. This
•
presents a problem when designing a "universal" board. In spite of
this and other problems we have been able to come up with a boiqd
which provides for a variable oscillator for, use over, the range under
consideration, as well as the variations in.circuitry •for crystal oscillatots
over the same range.
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' at least three different type1 ·
For the mixer transistor, there are
niJmbers which we know to be suitable. These are 2N5485, FE548S
and MPF106, all having Substantially the same characteristics. The
oscill!ltor transistor is a bipolar and such types as BFl 15, TT1002,
SE1002, or similar should be satisfactory in this position.
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As mentioned before, we have. attempted to make this a multi-purpose
board and during assembly, you will notice that there are a number
of unused holes. To avoid any possible errors due to the extra holes,
'
we suggest that extra care be taken during assembly.
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The output transformer is a broadcast aerial coil connected in reverse.

...~""'~

The dial assembly calls for special comment, particularly as the "Jabel
dial used on the prototype is no longer available in this form, having
recently been modified. The actual mounting centres have been
retained but the heigh.t has been increased by ab,out Vlin. Thfs would
mean that the front pariel would have to be increased in height to
accommodate the new unit. This has been taken care of in the dimen·
sions given in the parts list, and fP,e metatwork drawing which we ha
prepared has also been altered to suit.,
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A good place to start construction would be to wind the aerial· and
oscillator coils. The aerial coil consists of a primary and a secondary
winding, with the secondary wound first. This consists of 18 turns of
22SWG enamel wire. The start and finish of this winding may be
anchored in position with a small piece of adhesive tape. This is slip
under a few turns at.each end du·ring winding. The end protruding is
then folded over the top of the winding when completed. The prim
winding.of 2 turns of 28SWG enamel (22SWG enamel may be. used) ·
wound over the.bottom epd of the secondacy, after having placed a
piece of tape over that part,of the secondary. Again, tape is used to
anchor the winding in place.
The oscillator coil is treated in much the same way as the aerial coil,
bearing in mind that.the frequency stability of the oscillator largely
depends on this coil. It should therefore be wound firmly and finish
in a workmanlike manner. The secondary is wound first and consists
of 16 turns, centre tapped, of 22SWG enamel wire. The tap on the c
may be effected in a number of ways. One simple method is to scrap
the enamel from about 1/8in of the wire at the tapping.point. Anoth
short piece of the same wire is soldered on to act as a lead. To avoid ·
a short circuit, a small piece of adhesive tape should be placed under
that tum at the tap. The primary winding of 3 turns of 28SWG en
(or 2 2SWG) is w_ound over the bottom end of the secondary. .
To ensure that the windings stay firmly intact, they should now be
given a coat of cellulose lacquer or other suitable material. When dry
the leads should be terminated such that when the coil is fitted to
board, the pins correspond with the relevant parts of the circuit.
·
is shown in the diagram.
Before the 2-gang variable capacitor can be fitted to its board, leads
must be soldered to the two bottom Jugs of the fixed plates. About
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around
lug
ally soldlred t~i: ~~.:=:hen .t he other end of the lead is fin..
&iction of the gang and as m be er mfrust also be soldered to eaeh
new 80lid di 1 .
ay seen om the picture we used the ·
th
e ectric type. If you have the old type "beehlve" trimm
fo:~r~!7in~b:ns. ~8: should be taken when soldering th~rs,
lllade in each case withoufdam ~reththat a good soldered joint is
heating.
'
1181Jlg e u.tnuner by bumirig or over-

&1

PosSl"bly the most interesting part of the construction is assembly of ·
the printed board. Although this is a straightforward ta~k, it is advisable to approach it in a systematic manner. A good place to start is
with the resistors, followed by capacitors and other small items,
including the transistors. Do not forget the two links, which may be
a piece of tinned copper wire or even a scrap of pigtail from a resistor.
Note that the 10pF top-coupling capacitor on the output transformer
is mounted underneath the board.
Due to the fai:t that the boµd was made to accommodate Neosid
coil formers, some care is needed in fitting this transformer. The
following fitting procedure is suggested.
Cut off the fifth pin close to the moulding so that there is no chance
of it being short circuited later on. This pin is the one close to one of
the can mounting lugs and is normally a tap from one of the windin
Now bend each of the remaining four pins over so that they lie acroSl
the comers of the can. Then the pins are bent in dog-leg fashion such
that they will enter the four holes in the printed board. The can
mounting lugs must also be bent inwards and in a similar manner so
that they will also pass through the respective holes in the board. Thi
done, the can may be mounted-but care must be taken to ensure
it is orientated correctly, according to the code on the circuit and
thatmoulded adjacent to the pins.
.

. At this stage, a careful check ·should be
errors have been made on the b a?d
made to ensure that no
that all is well, the board ma n~ assembly and elsewhere. Satisfied
forgetting the flexible coup~g ~~ screthwed to the chassis, not
short spindle is required be
en . e gang and the dial drive.
A
may be obtained from an o f f = :1-peodritenvetioandtthe
C?Upliilgand this
me er spindle.

All
interconnecting
leads aretonow
should
b,o catefully studied
ensutenninated. The switch connections
centre section to switch the + V re correct OPetation. We used the
9
for the aerial and IF outpuhespe~~f anwd the other two were used

that when the switch toaole
y. e arranged the wiring such
off and the aerial is fod di'ieciurn .istupthennost the converter is switched
droadwicast receiver. With the ,
switch operated, the converteii:'1~tch°b
and the output of the
e on, th the aerial fed t 't
cable and a lead for
isl then fed to the recei.Ver. The
grommet. If desired,
;,...- supp Y ~passed through the rubber
provided and connec~
serar:ite negative lead for the supply may be
0 ' e earth copper of the board.

th~:O~rter

0

co~

0

0

Having mounted the aerial and oscillator coils in their cans and bent
the lugs over, each assembly may be fitted to the printed board,
taking care that it is orientated correctly. Each coil is fixed to the
board with two 6BA screws. If 6BA screws are unprocurable in y
.
case, the alternative is to re-tap the holes ti l/in Whitworth.

sere

The two-gang variable capacitor is fixed to the board with four
and in our case, we added a }lalf inch long brass mounting spacer u
the board, to two·of the screws, one nearest the front panel and a
to the oscillator circuitry, with the other diagonally opposite. Tho
other four spacers may be fitted at each cornerof the board.
This completes assembly of the board, except for some leads whi
must be provided to go to external points. Leads of sufficient l
are soldered to the earth point near the earth t~rminal on the bac
skirt of the chassis, the aerial point of the coil to the switch, the
point to the switch, the IF output braid on the coax.

COIL CONNECTIONS VIEWED FROM ABO

Correct._.__
connectJ
VE
ma"teh
" . on details for the .cons
to
.
""' wmng board pattern
,
.

meeh~cal

Having completed the
.
•
put into operation. Quite a numbeworfki, the converter is ready to be
here. We will
th
r o terns must be conside d

~~1v~':t!~l

·cinto whi·ch·toa;:1J1the
a suitablefbroadcast recei:r
oup e ofmilliarn sh
• 50urce o 9 volts DC at a
1
5
tasa.SJJ!table supEly, th:~ £!"co~ ~ailable. Ideally, if the receiver
a:d, a separate 9V battery may .i:rt~ mjuay share it. On the-other
me at this stage that there is a su1
~taseble aerial.
st as well. ·We will also

The two terminals, rubber.grommet, switch and dial assembly m
now be f1Xed to the chassis-panel. As we mentioned earlier, the
used is no longer made but if you have one on hand, then it maY
used, as the mounting holes remain the same. Alternatively, the
dial may be used as suggested, or you may make your own ·ar
ments as you see fit, possibly by still making use of the dual rati
drive by Jackson Bros.

Connect the converter to the
and an aerial. Assuriimg that ~iver, a suitable source of power
:w:r to 160QkHz on the di~ =re~:ror~ avl;ilable, set the
conveJe8:::
the converfui.
3NE
Ta:e output transfonn!r ~~t may be audible. Adjust the slug
er to the lF -of 1600kHz.
um response. This tunes the trans-

The complete dial assembly is supplied with a scale, having in
addition to a 0-100 logging scale, four blank ranges which ma)'
calibra\ed according to actual needs.
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Now tune to a signal towards the low frequency end of the dial and
one whose frequency is accurately known. Unless you have another
choice, we suggest that you tune to 'the standard frequency station VNG
on 7500kHz. W,e have miu:kea this point on the dial specially for this
purpose. Having tuned the station, more than likely it Will not be in
the right place on the dial. In this case returne to the correct frequency
and adjust the slug in the oscillator coil until the station is again being
·
received.
Now tune to a station of known freque.ncy towards the high frequency
end of the dial. Once again, having tuned in the reference station, it is
not likely to be in its correct position. Set the pointer to the correct
point and adjust the trimmer on the oscillator.section of the gang until
· the station is retuned. As always, when aligning a superhet receiver,
this process must be repeated several times until the stations are set at
the correct points at each end of the dial respectively:
Each time the oscillator coil slug or trimmer is adjusted, the slug or
trimmer on the aerial coil should also be adjusted.
If you have a signal generator or you h!ve access to one, then the
process of alignment is made that much easier, but the principles are
the same. With an accurately calibrated signal generator, you may also
I
calibrate your own dial scale.

If you are located close to a broadcast station on 1600kHz, you may
have trouble with breakthrough. In thi~ case we suggest that you move
the tuning of the broadcast receiver just enough to avoid the problem.
The output transformer of the converter must also be reset to the new
frequency, and if necessary the converter alignment touched up.
Given a broadcast receiver of reasonable sensitivity and a good aerial
system, this little converter, although about as simple as.it could be,
can give a vel}'lgood account of itself. A point not always understood.
is the fact that due to technical reasons, .a converter of this type does
not hav.e as much gain at the low frequencies as it does at the higher
frequency end of the band. However in spite o{ this it works oiit well
in practice.
Before concluding~ it may be worthwhile to give a few words oi:i the u
of this converter with receivers using ferrite rod aerials, as most mode
receivers will probably be in this category. A number of points arise
when it is intended to use any converter with a receiver of this type.
If your receiver has a rod but is also fitted with aerial and earth
terminals for an external aerial, then all you have to do is to connect
the centre conductor from the converter to the aerial terminal and the
braid to the earth terminal or its equivalent. However, many receivers·
do not have this facility and it will be necessary to gain access-to the
rod to add an ex~ra coupling winding.
•
I suggest that you wind on say three turns of a light hookup wire over
the earthy end of the coil on the rod, tape the winding and connect th
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end n~ the earthy end q_f the main winding to some convenient
earth pomt. The other end goes to the centre conchlctor of the coax

ftom the converter.

·

So much for the actual connOOtton Itself. However, when using c~
verters with ferrite rod aerials, the.re is a potential problem caused by
the ~t that the rod continues to pick up broadcaSt stations, regardless
of the fact that the converter is connected to it This can cause
fnterference, particularly at nJght. If happjly you do not have a problem
h ere. then all is wen.
·

If trouble is experienced, then the receiver may be retun~ sllghtly
to avoid fntezfenmce. Should this prove unsatisfactorY, then most
receivers will tune.higher than 1600k:Hz and we suggest that you
the~fore shift the fiist IP out of the band. All that is necessary, after
finding a suitable spot, is to niake suxe that the output transformer Js
peaked to the new freqwmcy.

Pares Yon wm Need
1 Chama-panel, 61'/n long x ~1'/n high x Sin deep
1 Cabinet to suit
1Dial111sembly, Jabel 6/36N
1 Flexible C01q11ing, Minx Min, Jabel
1 Miniature tdggle 8Wltch. 3-pole, 2jJOllti011
2Tenniruzll.1-red,1-black
4 Rubber feet
1 Rubber grommet for C()(J)C cable
6 PrinSpacen,~ong x 1'in diameter, tapped 1/8/n In W1iitwo1'th
1
ted """""• 6inx 3in, 73/JC
1 Aerial coll, RCS type 221
2Neolklcoilformen, 7.6mmx 1-3/Bin, with.grade900slugcan
11'1rrn81stor, 2NS48S, FES48S, MPF106
1 Trrznsiltot; BF11S, oi- 'llmiltlr
RESIS'IORS (~W}
l lOOohml
13.Jk
13.9k
14.7/t:
11Sk
122k
CA.PACJroRS
11OpF NPO ceramltl
111NPO
1
3 '1'NPO ceramia

2 6 '1' Ph111D1 tlimmen
11 '1' 63fJYpoJyrtyren~
141 ipFRobltin J;.gangparlabla
1.00JSuF630Ypoly1tyrene
1.001 uF lOOYpplyesterfor polyltyrene}
2 .OluF 100YpiJIJ!ester
l 0.1uF2SY~
.

RF PREAMPLIFIER FOR SHORT-1WAVE RECEIVERS
in four switched ranges. It will prove a useful addition to many
receivers deficient in.the input stage, or it could be the basis for the RF
amplifier for any solid state communications receiver•

Next, should we use one or two tuned circuits? Two tuned circuits
will give a greater degree of selectivity and gain but the extra cost and
complexity makes one wonder whether it is worthwhile. If we give
enough consideration to the input tuned circuit. and retain a
relatively high Q factor, then one tuned r.irMlit should be sufficient.
The output (drain), circuit will not be tu~~~:
.

.From time to time we are asked for details of some ~eans. ot
,
improviiig the sensitivity, 'fioni". end selectivity, image.response etc.
of receivers which~ lacking·in one or more of these q~alities.

'Jn order to preserve maximum g&in;we must have a suitable step-down
in impedance from the drain to the aerial terminal of the receiver.
This can be done q~ite conveniently with an,emitter follower stage.

If your receiVer is reasonably modem and bas an RF stage, Jnote than
likely it will be adequately, designed for good sensitivity and signal
to noise ratio~ as well as such other considerations as image rejection.
Such being the case, you are unlikely to be interested in an outboar~
RF preamplifier, .On: the other band, if your recel_ver is an old one with
an old lype valve in the RF stage, or if it does not have an RF stage at
an,.tlie'unit we are about to descn"be will be a worthwhile addition.

~though we have just made a case for the FET (or other solid. ~~~

'Here is an RF! "preamplifier. which covers from 1.4MHr:te 30MHz.

I

Detore going into the details of this ampllner, perhaps it would be
worth whilo-to consider some ~sign aspects, Regardless of whether tho
amplifier is to be used with valve or transistor receivers, we felt. it
desirable to use a solid state device, rather than a valve, Admittedly,
at the present state of the art, v~ still seem to have the .advantago
when it comes to signal handling ability with freedom from
• ,,
cross-modulation, blocking and AGC characteristics. However with
carefuldesign and the observance-of suitable precautions, the solid state
counterparts can be made to perf~ quite well. 'rbis is particl!!atly tho
case when short-wave listening'is being conskfmed. •
Having decided in favour of the s0lid state device, the next question fs
just what this will be. The now familier bipolar trapsistors are capable
Qf.hlgh gain but there is a problem of impedance matching between ~
fuput tuned circuit and the transistor base, notJ1lally achieved by
tapping down on the coil. Besides !tavln$ to make the.tap, the tuned
circuit is somewhat loaded by the transiStqr: input iesistance.
-

.On the other hand, junction type field effect t:ram1ston ~
.som.ewhat less intrinsic gain, but they have a much hfgher input
·impedance, so much so that the tuned circuit coll dc>es not need to be •
tapped and the resultant loading by tho FET is less than for the
bipolar transistor. All other things being equal, the resulting loaded Q
of the tuned circuit will be hlgher.an\! the ga1n of this part of the
·clrquit will be ',peatei. In short, .the fiel41.effect transistor advantages
cannot be over-looked. Of the types av~ble, the 2N5459 was
finally chosen as being best s¢ted to our purpose.
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device) the fact remains that, under strong signal conditions, there is
the possibility of cross-modulation. So. that a not so .stro~ ~al
may be received, in the presence of I\ very :Strong; adjacent one, tho
FET must be protected frqm overload. This can be done simply by
introducing a lK potentiometer in the aerial input circuit. By
judicious use of this control, the wanted signal can usually be
sorted out from poSSlole interference.
With the circuit diagram before us, let us go~ovet.:U iii~detail and
explain the various parts. We start off with a lK potentiometer
between the aerial tnpuf terminal ·and the· primary of the.aerial
coil. E~ence has shown that the value of lK is about optimum for
this function and gives a very smooth control. From the rotor of tho
potentiometer, the signal passes to the first sectio!\ of the range
selector switch.
·
, ·
In order to.restrict .the frequency coverage from each coil, using a
415pF tuning capacitor, a fixed capacitor is conne~.ted between.the tuning
capacitor and each coil, individual values being selected to suit the
.range involved. These capacitors are interposed between each coil and its
SWitch contact.

.~e signal level ~ss the variabie capacitor fs limited to the ratio of tho
Variable and fixed capacitoi, ai,d is"1es8 than the full value as measured
across the coil. It is therefore necessary to take the signal from across
~e coil. This involves using a third switch on the range selector
SWitch, the rotor feeding directly to the gate of the FET•

To futher restrict the frequency coverage of eacli band, this time at
the high frequency ·end, a 22pF fixed capacitor js located between tho
!late and chassis, There are also two C>A91 germanium diodes, o~ in
each direction, from the gate to chassis. These
added.a! !'·precaution
8gainst excessive.~ ~.fc:d. !? :~e ~te of the FE~, which could
cause ~.)'J!iS applies p~JY where the umt iS operated

are
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very close to a·transmitter, as in atwo-way-system. Although the5e
diodes will limit the ~al level into the FET to about 300 millivolts,
they do not affect normal signals in any way. If you intend to use
this unit oniy for ordinary listening, you may omit these diodes.

I

:;

q

~I

The source resistor and by-pass are the equivalent of the cathode
iesistor and bY-Pass capacitor of a valve circuits.The value of 100 ohms .
is about optimum to accommodate the spread likely to occur with the
2N5459FET.
.
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As we have elected not to tune the drain circuit, but need to present as
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high a load to the drain as poSSlole, a 2.SmH RF choke is used.

;:i

As ~high impedance tjrcuit will need to be connected to a lowimpedance aerial terminal of a receiver, we have interposed an emitter
follower stage. A BF115 transistor is used and the circuit is so
straight-forward that no further comment is needed.

Generally. spe8king, the impedance of the RF ~hoke will rise with
increasing 'frequency. so holding up the gain where it would otherwiso
tend to fall

.
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The circuit shows position 1 of the range selector switch wired
direct the aerial around the'Preampllner to the output:tenitinal:
This is most useful if the receiver is to be used on a band not covered
by the preamplifier, such as the broadcast band. While satisfactory for
the broadcast band, it produc;es a noticeable insertion loss on the ·
short-wave bands, due mainly lo the presence of the emittjll follower
across the output terminal. In p~ctice, the preamplifier is:ilnlikely to
be switched out of circuit on those bands where it-can function. ·
While on the subject of the extra switch position, in cases.whtre it is
desired to make the preamplifier covei: the broadcast band, it is only
necessary to add a suitable broadcast aerial coil. Such a coil would be
one designed for valve use and with a tuning capacitor of 10 to 4 lSpF
series capacitor is needed for this band and this will simply be
Omi~ and a piece of wire substituted.

No

As mentioned earlier, the sbP.rt:wave coils need to be high Q types. .
To achieve this, we looked :at a number of alternatives. A well-®signed
helix, on a low-loss ~ormer, can result in quite a high Q. However, this
type is generally some what larger than we had in mind for this
application and it lias another disadvantage which we wiJ1 mention later.
A promising alternative is to use a ferrite core of some fype. Pot cores
are excellent, though rather expensive. They also provide for limited
adjustment of the inductance, but this is not necessary he~.
59

Although there is no real provision for vmyfng the lndoctance·of a
coil wound on one of these toroidal formers, it is possiole to make small
variations under conditions where the full length of the circle is not used
for the winding. If the inductance needs to be increased. then the
. turns should be pushed closer together. On the other hand, the inductance '
can be ·reduced by spreading the turns. We mention this as a matter of
interest, Since there should not be any need to make adjustments in this
case, as no ganged circuits are involved.
Another advantage which is to be gained from the use of a magnetically
enclosed former, such as the toroid, is the fact that practically all the
magnetic field is enclosed, with very little stray. This means that the
coils for the various ranges can be grouped together witli little mutual
coupling to cause "suckout. •:in the helical coils first
mentionec;l, this problem necessitates an extra section on the switch, to
short out the coils not in use.

Theseitwo ~h are 1_hown correctly orientated,
.
'ieiow, The tlrcult of a IUnntetl P!>Wlr 111ppl~
which 11111 a "6.l
volt hMtlr' 111pply
'With OM Iida

1rounded.

In short, by using coils wound on toroids, we have been able to aqhieve
a high Q at small cost and with a minumum of space. This leads to an
efficient and compact assembly.
The coil winding details are given in the table. The number of turns on
each winding and the disposition of the winding should be closely
adhered to. However, the gauge of wire specified is simply a guide.
If you do not have the exact gauge specified, then something close to it
should suffice. At the same time, particularly for the higl\er.frequency
coils, the gauge of wire should be as heavy as practicable. Tliis will
reduce the resistance of the coil and so give a higher Q.
With the exception of the lK aerial attenuator potentiometer and the
tuning capacitor, all components are.integrated into one assembly.
Most of the components are mounted on a strip of tag board; with 11
pairs of tags. The four toroidal coils are mounted on another and
similar size tag board. Both of these are shown in the respective
sketches.
'

..,____.,.._______.______

,..,...~-

Ferrite toroids~ mme attmet:lve. After some lnvestfgatlon, we
found that unlo8ded Qvalues ranged from about 120 at the lowest 'po
to about 360 at the other end of the scale. These wexe obtained with
Q2 toroids, which fl1e only about %in diameter. The prlce is somewhat
ba than that for a pot coze.
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A logical place to start is winding the four toroidal coil units. This
task is straightforward but an odd comment or two may make _the
job a little easier. The number of turns qwted in the coil table may
be considered as the .number of times; the wire passes through. the
hole of the toroid. It is a good idea to make an estimate of the
quantity of wire required for the secondary winding and then loc;ate the
centre of the length. Pass one end through tlie toroid and bring the wire
to the centre·point, thus leaving equal ainounts to be wound, with half the
ID.Imber of turns each way. This means that there is less wire to thread
through each time. Care should also be taken not to scrape the enamel
from the wire against the edges of the toroid.
·
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1he two above sukssemblies are mounted on tho end of the range
selector switch and separated: from: each other and the switch with
*-in long spacers. The first step·tn assembly involves fitting the first
pair of spacers to the rear ends of the two switch retaining screws.
Generally, there is about 1/ 16in of thread protruding beyond the nuts.
1he screws used in MSP switches are SBA and the threaded spacers.
which are readily available are 1/Sin Whitworth. These dissfmi1ar
threads do not mate very well but, due to the short length of t
thread, it is poSS11>le to screw the spacers on, provided due care
js taken. If you can substitute Whitworth screws, so much the be~.
Having mounted the spacers, check tlie centre-to-centre dimension
between the spacers with that of the third hole from each end of ·the
two boards. More than likely you will find that the two holes are1
too close together. A little filing with a slim taper file will put this right.
The board with the cons·is mounted against the spacersat the end of tho
switch, with the coils away from the switch. The second board is
spaced away ti:om th~ ~on·: board with the second pair of~ spacers.
Two roundhead screws, l/Sin x %in are used to secure the two boards
to the spacers on the switch,

Thi dial
ICG11 .rhown 1"11
sit~.

which earth
will become tho earth
At one en4 of tho --~-'-winding
_............,
•
ends of tho two
end, the pdmu)' is woon4 on. The co:mmon
.
windings should be baied,)imiecl and soldeled togetlier.
,
'With the four coils wound, they are qiounted on th~~ Inds of
th relative positions as shown fn tho diagram. The """11"" ..'v en
~windings are terminated at convenient 9dj~~.18P. on
board. In the caso of the lower frequency co1ls. wu.;u. are~-,., to
with i:elatively fine wire, this is not enough to fix the.coll~"""
ihe boatd. This is best done by simply trying the iorom tO ·the boar4
with a pfieco of nylon cord. While not so necessary wi:a~~U:O no&
wotmd with heavy
it is a good idea and ensures
....,.,
shift.about.

!:i

m.

'1!1emafn~c!:'~~~.::===
c1iagram.
fn ~ tbo tr8Dllston an4 dlodeL Mab
that
llUO

.~~~wires are complete, befose any attemt>t is
~ :!1:e the assemblyof this board any further. The .f~ capaclton ia
• with the"tunbiS capacitor are not wired fn at this stage.
eenes
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The assembly is (i:tC!Yf ready1 for the outstanding wiring and components.
The various sections of the switch are used as follows. Only one
section is used on the ~er neare~ the clicker plate, and is employed
to switch the aerial into the primaries of the coils. 'The coriesponcling
section on the other wafer switches the tuning capacitor to the
relevant series capacitors. The third section selects the top of tho
ieconruur of each coil.
The wiring involves the intercoilnections between tlievarious contacts
on the switch and coils, together With the series capacitors. One
connection not inenjioned is the one from pin 1 of the aerial section
·to the output point at the end of the .OluF capacitor. This is optional.
Now we have th,:ee items, the 1,Coil-sWitch assembly, the potentiometer
for the aerial attenuation and the tu~ capacitor. If you have a
box which you have to drill yourself, tliere are a couple of po~ts
Worth watching. The hole for the coil-switch assembly .should be
tarefully placed so that the assembly will not foul any parts of tho
case when it is slid into position. Having located thU hole, the
Po~tion tor thej>otentiometer is then established.
'l'he placement of the tuning capacitor needs care, so that it does not
foul the coil-switch assembly. At the same time it should be as close as
.Possible. This will keep vital leads to a minimum length. There are
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1h%e8 untapped holes on the front of the tanhlg capacitor. These 818
tapped and used to mount the capacitor to the panel, using coun
head screws. Spacers must be used to keep the spindle bearing from
fouling the panel. We.found t;bat four flat washers on each screw wm
mfflcient to give the proper lpaclng. I

With those ltemsmoun1ecl, tllo fnfemoanect1cma can be made. It~
w1so to run an earth wb.bOtween tbe tanbJg capacitor flame and
co.il wiring, u well as the earthe4 Jug an4 mefal cuo of tho 88ria1

attenuat9r potentiometer. Input and output leads, which can be

conveniently located at tho back of the case, complete the wiring.
Any convenient 1mrnfnals may be used but we 818 inclinecl to prefer
coaxial sockets. However, this is up to tho fndividuaL
'

Such a CC?114ition can 'Occur, in slng1e conveision receivers using an

:te~te frequency of 455KHz (or lower), and at signal frequenciei

ut 7MHz, getting progressively WOl'se as the frequency is
• om
mcreased. In the case of a 455KHz lfj with the local oscillator tuned
to the high side of the wanted signal, another signal at twice the IF or
910KHz higher, will also get through the system and cause interfei:nce
However, withtthe RF preamplifier, extra RF selectivity is achieved •
and the ~frequency will be either eliminated, or redJced in severity.
We touched briefly on the subject of power supplies earlier and here is
a ~ggested 8!ternative. to the use of batteries. When the preamplifier is
bemg used with a teeeIVer having a 6,3 volt heater supply, this may be used
:~urce for a half wave voltage doubler supply. The circuit is

A dial scale is needed ror the front p~
This completes the unit proper, assuming the avaflability of a 12V
DC source to power it. Ths can be a batteiy or a simple power supplr.
Details opented from the 63V lino of the main ieceiver, will be
cJescribed later in the article,
The unit may now be tested.~ tho

aertal

to the RF pieanip
and connecto the ou1put of the~ preamplifier to ~:receiver,'
pieferably ,Via a short length of coaxial cabJe• Select the appropriate
nnge to suit, tho frequency to be 1linoc1 on"the iecelver. Tune tho
wan1ed station on the iece1vei and then peat the sfgna1 by iuning the
preamplifier: As a preliminary check, this procedure should be
carried out across the full coverage of the system. Mote than likely,
llignals will not be available over such a wide range at any given time.
If a signal generator is available. it could be used to advantage.

1

Assuming that an is well we can calibrate the dial scale. The extent
and accuracy with which this is done, will depend on the ideas and
needs of the individual. At least. the salient points towards each end
and in the middle of the scale should be1narJce4 in.

a

For mote extensive-calibration signal generator would be most u
If this is not availabie the)iext ~~thing is to use stations of known
frequency. Tune the :receiver to the generator or other signal first,
peak this signal carefUily with the RF preamplifier. This position
should then be marked ou the dial sca1o.
The RF preamplifier is now coinplete and the DJethod of using lt ·
should be clear. At the same tiine, a little expepence will soon sb:01f'
the best way to use this derice. In some cases, it will be p~le to
tune the RF preamplifier to the ''image".signal, rather than the
one. This must be carefully guarded against, wheie this condition

PARTS LIST
1 Metal case. Sin, with sloping panel.
lVariable capacitor, .1041SpF, single section.
1 Potentiometer, lK linear,
2 Coaxial sockets.·
1 Switch, 2 wafers, 2-pole 5-position.
·2 Ta,g boards, 11 pairs of tags.
4 F~rrlte Joroidal. foriners;
·1 Field ~ffect transistot, Motorola type 2NS4S9.
1 Tl'aJ1SlStor, type BF115. ·
2 Diodes, type OA91.
1RFchock,2.SmH.

2 Spacers, *in long. Y..in diam. brass, tapped 1/8in Whit.
2 S~acers, *in long, Y..in diam. brass, 1/8in clearence
1 Dial scale.
1 Knob Wai;
2Knobs.
.
l 22pF NPO ceramic.·
1336.i>F Styroseal.
2390pF Styroseal.
1.00luP plastic.
1.001suPplist1c.
1.0luP low voltage plastic.
2_0.luP low voltage ceramic or plastic.
1.100 ohms *W.
14.7K%W.
118K%W.
1·22K*W.
Iiook-up wire, solder, scmn, nuts, coaxfa1 cable, etc. ·
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COIL DETAILS

to

L5MHz-3 MHz SecondUy; SO turns 26 SWG enamel, wound
about 90 per cent of former. Primary, S turns, inter
wound at earth end of secondary.

OECOUPIJev:
1
7 OUTPV1'

3MHz-6MHz Secondary24 turns 24 SWG enamel, wound to
about 60 per cent of former, Primary, 3 turns,
interwound at earth end of secondary.

.

,

1

, IMPllf HlGlt

6MHz-1SMHz Secondary, 9 turns.18 SWG enamel, wound to
about SO per cent of former. Primary, 2 turns 26 S
enamel, interwound at earth end of secondary.

I

'
~I.OW
GROUIO

lSMHz-30MHz Secondary, 4 turns 48 SWG enamel wound to
about 33 per cent of former. Primary, 1 turn 26 S
enamel, interwound at earth end of secondary.

EXPERIMENTS Wim YOUROWNI.C.
Still a little in awe of integrated circuits? Here is an ideal opportunity
for you to gain val~le practical experience,py actually trying out a
modem linear IC in some .simple and easy-to-build circuits.
The IC which we have chosen as the basis for this article ls the Faire
uA703, a silicon monolithic device which although designed especially
for use as an RF amplifier and limiter, can also be used for a variety of
other purposes. The word "mQnolithic" simply means that all of the '
circuitry in the device is fabricated as part of a single tiny chip of silico
You can perhaps appreciate that this involves by looking at f"igure .1.
which shows the uA703 's internal circuit. The five transistors and two
resiston all consist of combinations of microscopic P-type and N-type
regions within the same tiny chip of silicon, measurin.8 only a tenth of
an inch or so square. The connectio!ll between these regions of the
chip are formed.by a tiny pattern of aluminiumfilm deposited on the
surface of the chip. Finally the chip is mounted in a metal can similar
to a normal transistor, to produce the final IC.
Basically, the amplifier circuit conf"JgUl'lltion used in·the uA703 is that
c:L a current-limiting long-talled pair. TrS ls essentially a constant
~e

which provides the 'tail' current
to the amplifier transistors Tr3
I

.

J

•

• ·)

t

.• ;r_.
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f"ig 3

".
Figure 1

shova the schtlmatic of the uA'703 and the pin
connectl:ms while figure 3<
_
shows. the me_thod of
con_nection to use It as a SJmpls "crystal set • amplifter. Note
Uiat the tyPJJ:numbsr on t~ IC will not simply be uAm'.i but the
numerals '1«J will lie contalMd ina longsr {Jdrt fllJmbar.

---+t'I

O.l
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Figure 2. An AF amp/ff"M stage.
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Ind Tr4, Rl, Trl and Tr2 provide the' bias voltages for TrS ~d also for
Tr3 and Tr4. No external biasing components are necessary. Rl is for
decoupling of the supply. Note that transistors Trl and Tr2 !lte shorted
from collector to base, so that they actually function as forward-biased
diodes.
Under small signal,conditio1'$, the uA703 can be conside~d as an emi
follower (Tr3) driving a grounded base amplifier (fr4). Input impedan
is low and output impedance is high which is ideal as far as high-Q out•
put tuned circuits are concerned. Normally the input signal is applied
from a transformer winding to pins 3 andS.
Under large signal conditions, where the input signal is greater than a
300mV peak-to-peak, tile circuit operates by switching the "tail" c
into Tr3 or Tr4, depending on which hu the more positive base poten
This means that the collector currents of Tr3 and Tr4 are square wavet
which are 180" out of phase with each other. A parallel-tuned circuit
across the output terminajs (pins 1 and 7) rejects the harmonics of the
. square wave and produces a sine wave at the output.
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As can be imagined, under large signal conditions, the circuit thus has

excellent limiting ch,aracteristics, making it ideal for use in IF amplifi
for FM sound systems. Under small signal conditions, the device acts
like a Jtormal linear amplifier.

.
<!

~

'

While the uA703 is intended for use mainly at radio frequencies up to
100¥Jiz, there is no reason why it cannot be used at audiofrequenc
·although the special biasing arrangements do make things a little tric
Figure 2 shows how the uA703 can be used as an audio amplifier, for
small signals.
\=-....._ _ _ _... ,~ ••

Instead of coupling _the signal into the input with a transformer win
a 4 70 ohm resistor is connected between pins 3 and 5. Pin S is groun
with respect to AC signals by the lOuF capacitor and the input signal
capacitively coupled mto pin 3. A similar approach is used at the OU
with the signal being developed across a 3.3K resiStor and.capacitively
coupled to the output.

0

I

The resistor values shown are a compromise. Lower values at the inpG
result in too low an input impedance while higher values increase the
current drain. At the output the resistor value must be low enough to
ensure correct operation of Tr4 but not low eriough to cause undue
loading and resultant distortion •
.The voltage gain of this ch:cuit is typically about 30, and while tho
input impedance is a little restrictive, there are a number of applica
to which such a circuit can be put. One !lllggestion is as a low imp
. micr~hone preamplifier: the reader will no doubt think of many~
68 .
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~um output voltage Is lV RMS. Attempts to obtain mQte output
voltage will merely·drlve the circuit into the switching mode descrlbed

earlier.

'

'

Figure 3 shows basically-the same configuration used as an audio stage
in a so-called "crystal" set using a germanium diode. The .OOluF
capacitor across the lK input resistor shunts detected RF signals to
ground.via the lOuF capacitor. The amplifier load is provided by a pair
of 2K dynamic headphones. Lower values should not be used.

CuIIOnt driin of this squaie wave oscillator c:frcu.lt is 0.SmA at a voltage
of 9V. Ai such, the unit makes a hmdy algbal injector. The repetition
iate or frequency can be changed merely by varying the size of the
capacitor between pin 7 and 3. Increasing it decreases the frequency,.
and vJce versa.
- - -.. +uv

It is probably true that equal or better performance could be obtained

from a single common-emitter transistor in ·the audio stage. However
the circuits presented here are mainly an exercise in ingenuity - how
many circuit functions can be performed by what is basically a
specialised RF device? Any reader who buys the device will no doubt
want to experiment with it in as many aPPfications as possible, just for
interest's sake.
.
'
Figure 4 shows the major use of the uA703, as the manufacturer
originally intended: as a limiting IF amplifier followed by a radio
detector. As such, it will perhaps be of only passing interest to most

-----1·1·----.1)47

'
•
Figure 6 shows that the uA 703 used in a simple LC oscil1ator
at3MHzz.

L J turns 32 SWG on neosid SMS type '.A• assembly with
grade 900 slug cup and ring. 1;2 6 turns 32 SWG.
~

I

The uF703 also functions very well as an RF oscillator Figure 6 shows
the circuit for a remarkably simple LC oscillator requlrlng only fow:
compc)nents in addition to the uA703.
l!l •

tVWl
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'J.OlO

Figure 5, above, shows the uA7fXJ in an AF
o.r;c1llator circuit which has squi3re wave
output at 1KHz.

re~ders since their ~nly access to FM sound is via'television. Because of
~s, we ~ve not tried the uA703 in such a circuit and cannot supply
.

coil details.

Another "~ferent" use for the uA703 is shown in figure 5. This may
look very ~to f'igures 2 and 3, but in fact it works quite differently,
Here, the cucwt operates as an oscillator in the switching mode rather
. like a mul~brator. Pin 1, is coupled back to pin 3 via a !OK redstor
B?d .~7uF capacifor. This RC network is altematively charged in one
direction and then ~e other as Tr4 and Tr3 switch on an off. The outp
wave fo.rm at pin 7 1S a square wave at ~rate of lKHz.

Inductor L1 and the 330pF capacitor form the tank circuit. L2 ls
coupled very tightly to L1 so tbat sufficient of the output signal is fed
bact to the input (i.e.,positivelfeedback) to ensure switching action
oflfr3 and Tr4 as descrlbed earlier. As with limiting amplifier operation
the current wavefonn applied to the parallel-;tuned tank circuit ii a
square wave. The iesonant circuit provides a sinusoidal voltage wavoform at the output whose amplitude is greater than the value for the

SUpplyvoltage.
With a 12V supply the lllnusoidal wavefo.rm has a value of 15 volts peakto.peat. The output can be coupled Yia a further winding on the L1/L2
Uanst'ormer, or capacitlYeJy coupled from pin 7. 'Jhe tank circuit shown
has been chosen for an oscillator fl'equency of 3~.
'I'he tuned transf<>rmer Is wound on a miniature Neosid coil former
:issembly. This uses a feuite cup and ring assembly to couple the wind~ together, along with a grade 900 slug.
71
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Handwincllng these minJatme coil assemblies la tricky, to say the least..
Use 30SWG or thinner, enamelled or cotton-j:overed copper wire. first,
glue the forme,r to the bakelinfbase. Th.en slip the ring assembly on to ·
the former. The primary, L1 can then be wound and terminated (28
. turns). It must be neatly layerwound (this is the tricky bit) so that the
ferrite cup assembly fits neatly over.the ring. After the primary is
. finished, the secondary is wound directly over it and the ferrite cup
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, Figure 7 ahows the uA7a1 In a crystal
oscillator circuit et ·TMHz. 1h/J tank c1rcui<
may be modified for other frequenc/ss,
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pushed over the whole winding and ferrite ring. It can be held In place
with a spot of glue.
The starts 'and finishes of both windings should be marked on the coil
assembly base. If the windings am not comctly pfuised the oscillator
\\ill not function.
The uA703 also works well as a crystal controlled oscillator as shown
in fi&IUe 7. This hai been tried with a variety of crystals anUound to
be quite reliable. The load capacitively coupled to pin 7 should be
than 2.7K for correct switching operation of Tr4. The output voltap
with~ load is 7V peak-to-peak.
The final use presented far ~e ·uA703 i" as an RF amplifier. The b
. circuit is shown in fi&IUe &_. l'he input is tuned and the output is talc
from across a f"oted RF choke of 2.SmH. This ranges up to 30MHz.
the uA703 will function' up to lOOMHz, the performance is reduced
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above 30MHz. The coils are"Wound oil toroids which has the effect of ..,
minimising isolation problems. The toroids can simply be mounted on
tagboard, with wires running off to the double-pole switch.

Finally, a word or two about construction techniques. Perhaps the
easiest way of making connections to the IC is to mount it on a short
section of miniature tagboard. All wiring, especially earth returns,
should be kept as short as possible. It may be necessary, in some cases,
to use a "groundplane" technique, with all earth connections i:na4e to
a metal chassis.
·
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Well there /ou have it, A number of inte~sting an<l easily built-up
ciICuits which will let you experlmept with the uA703 device and thereby
pin valuable practical experience with modem linear IC's. No doubt a
few moi:e applications will have suggested themselves to you as you
have been reading this article, so take your confidence in bo~ hands
and try them out too. There is little to lose, and plenty to gam!

COIL DETAHS
1.SMHz-3.0MHz
3MHz-6MHz
6MHz·1SMHz

1SMHz-30MHz
/'

Secondary, SO tur)ls 26 SWG enamel, w?und to
occupy about 90. per cent of former. Primary, S
interwoun<1i at earth end of secondary.
Secondary 24 turns 24 SWG enamel, wound to
0ccupy a~ut 60 per cent of former, Primary, 3
interwound at earth end of secondary.
Secondary 9 turns 18 SWG enamel, wound to '
occupy a~ut SO per cent of former. Primary. 2
. 26 SWG enamel, ihterwound at earth end of
secondary.
Secondary 4 turns 18 SWG enamel, wound to
occupy a~ut 33 per cent of former. Primary,..1
26 SWG enamel, interwound at earth end of.
secondary.
.
Each coil uses a toroidal former of femte Q2
material.

THE BA180 RECBIVER
THIS NBW, Nor TOQ COMPuCATED DESJGN PROVIDES FOil AM,
SSB, CW RBCBPI'ION
·
Thi11' receiver features a ceramic BFO, amplified AGC with variable
tlme-c.onstants, 8-meter, fine tuning and .an R;F stage. In all, we see
th1a unit as appealing to the more serious short-wave listener, with an
1Dterest in SSB reception.
·
·
The front end of the Communications Receiver uses a self-excited osclllator switc:lied to the various frequencies required. Inevitably, th1a
must degrade the overall frequency 11tabll1ty but past experience 1111ggested that the degradation would be well within tolerable limits and,
happily, this proved to be the case.
'

.

Contrµy to the u8ual practices, the higher frequency bands are covered
with the oscillator set on the low side of the incoming signal. Thus, and
by way of example, for the highest or 20 to 24MHz range, the first osclllator is at only 16MHz, instead of about 25MHz. The 'lower frequency
tends to result in less oscillator drift, other things be1ni equal.
For the first mixer, we have a junction FET picking up a useful amount
of gain in the ·process.
·
Additional gain has also been realised by the use of bipolar transistors
in the IF ampllliers.
The method adopted for controlling the gain of ampllfters for AGC involves 1Dtroduc1ng a transistor in the emittel' circuit of each stage to be ·
controlled, to give 'variable degeneration. As a method, it gives one of
the best AGC characteristics obtainable. Admittedly, it involves the use
of extra transistors, but they are modestly priced and we consider the
addition well worth while.
The block diagram shows the basic format of the receiver. The reader
would be wise to study this before i,ow turning to the main circuit.
At the aerial input, we have an attenuator in the form of a potentlometet'.
Where necessary, a series capacitor may be included to further attenuate
the lower frequencies, particularly the broadcast band, to reduce breakthrough tnterierence.
J

J

Three aerial coils are used to cover the ranges 0·.5-l.6MHz, 1.5-4MHz
and 8-24Mlfz. This leaves a gap of 4-SMHz, which ts the range of the
tunable IF. F.or simplicity, the front end is not used for this range, the
aerial input being switched directly into the first tun!ld circuit of the
tunable IF. The three aerial coils are wound on ferrite toroid fomers, ,
giving compact coils With a high Q and thus P8J:mitt1ng the use d. a single
tuned cir cult.
The aerial t1n1ed circuit selectect by the range 11elector switch ts connected to the gate of the 2N5485 junction FET RF amplifier. The drain of this
amplifier ts broadbanded by using !I mH RF choke for its load. This
stage is coupled via a lOOpF .capacitor, to the gate of the 2N5485 mixer,
With a lOK reeilltor betw- gate and earth. The drain d. the mixer 1a
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also broadbanded by using a 2. 5mH RF choke for tta load. ~ a htgli
to low iippedaDce trabaformatiOn Is deslr,able to couple from th• mlxer
drain to \he following stage, an emitter-follower ls used at the output
d. this stage •

. Insi>ectton of component values thus far wlll show that they favour the
higher frequencies. Th~llnterstage coupl~ capacitors are small values
and, In addition, the lmH and 2. 5mH RF chokes In the drain circuits ,
have reduced reactance at the low frequencies and so contribute to the
overall effect.
There are two reasons for this. Firstly, there ls a natural tendency for
·t he RF gain to fall as the frequency Is Increased, so that the suggested
approach has a levelling effect. The second Is perhaps peculiar to this
desfgn. As mentioned earlier, we have used only one tuned circuit In the
Input to the first stage. Although the circuits are of quite high Q, there
ls not sufficient discrimination to prevent strong local broadcast stations
from breaking through In some circumstances. By reducing the gain at
these frequencies this problem is minimised.
The self-excited oscillator associated, with the first mixer uses an
adaption of the oscillator circuit which we employed In recent widerange dip oscillator. The tuned circuit of this oscillator, which determines the first Injection ftequency, Is switched. As the oscillator Is
run at the final Injection frequency and not multiplied as msome instances .with the previous crystal oscillator, spurious responses are
thereby reduced. Switching of the osc!llator Is carried out by ganging
It with the switching for the aerial tuned circuits at the Input of the RF
amplifier.
, /
.

a

An extra winding of low Impedance has been added to the oscillator coli
to provide source Injection to the mixer. B'las for the mixer is provided
by means of a by passed 4. 7K resistor in series wltA the Injection winding.
'
This arrangement of the first oscillator tuned circuit and injeetfon permits the use of a single osc!llator coll. It Is only necessary to switch
appropriate capacitors for band changing and this makes,!or the simplest
and most conveniently aligned front end circuit we could devise.

/

c....------1'"
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Injection frequencies for tbe first mixer are 4MHz, SMHz, 12MHz and
l 6MHz. The 4MHz injection is used for both the O. 5-l. 5MHz and l. 54MHz ranges, 8MHz fs u8ed for the l2-16MHz range, l2MHz for the
l6-20MHz range and l6MHz Is used for both 8-l2MHz and 20-24MlJz,
These figures may be clearly seen from the table.
'
Signal

Freq.MHz
o. 5-J. 5
l. 5-4
8-12
12-16 .
16-20
20-H

Tunable
IF MHz

Injection
Freq.MHz
4
4
16
8

4.5-5.'5
5.5-8
8-4
4-8

4-8 .
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It may be noted from the table that all ranges but that from 8-12MHs
tune "forward", 1. e. from 4-SMHz on the tunable IF dial. While the
"odd band out" could conceivably have been made to tune in the same
dlrectlon, 1t would have meant using an 1Dject1on frequency cl 4MBz,
with a Ultely Pl'Qblem of spurious responses from the broadcast band.
A reverse tuning mode ls considered a small prlc_e to P1J for improved
performance.
·
The ''front end" which we have just described, in addition to .being suitable as part cl a complete receiver, cOuld conceivably from.the basts
fo a converter Which could be used in a number cl appllcattona. Varlat1ons could be made in the oscillator frequencies, the RF tuned cir•
Cults and the tumble IF, to suit the particular need. Such a design
could be readily adapted for spot frequencies "amateur bands only"etc,
We now come to the tunable IF section. From here on the system 18
really a single conversion receiver in its own right, albeit one which
tunes only the 4-SMHz range. The tunable IF does not have an amplifier in the strict sense, in that there ls no transistor or other active
device at this frequency range. However, the coll used has a tuned
secondary, with a low impedance primary input, the step up giving
a useful amount of gain.
Immediately following the tunable IF circuit ls the second mixer,
which ls another 2N5485 FET. The tunable osclllator associated with
this mixer uses the same baste configuration as the first oscillator
the main difference being the changed circuit values to make lt tunable over the range 4.455MHz to 8.455MHz.
Also, a BA102 varlcap has been added with a suitable bias. adjusting
circuit,to provide a fine tuning facllity. Injection from this osclllator
ts via a small eapacltor to the gate of the second mixer.
The drain load of the FET second mixer ls again a 2. 5mB RF choke.
The load requirement here ls such that it mulit present a low DC
resistance to the +J2 volts DC supply and at the same time present a
source impedance cl 3K ohms at 455KHz, to the SFD-455B cer~c
resonator which follows. The readily avallable 2. 5mB RF choke meets
this requirement quite satisfactorily.
Thtrnext two stages are the 455KHz IF ampllflers, and here slllcon
bipolar transistors of type BFll 5, BF184, BF185 or slmllar may be
used. Collector load in each case ls a 4. 'lK resistor and these are
iOllowed by two more SFD_-455B ceramic resonators, Blmll!U' to the
first one. Each cl the· resonators ls top coupled with a 68pF ca~ttor.
This value largely determines the bandwidth of the IF system and,
Unless you have good reason for making a change, we suggest that you
adhere to this value.
'
After the third 455KHz ceramic resonator ls another transistor which
can be a similar type to the two previous ampllflers. This device ls
biased in class B conslstent with its role as the detector. ll'he cl.rcldt
shows a lOOK potentiometer in series with a 3. 3K resistor, as the dl'fl•
der for the detector base bias; when the bias is adjusted on compleUon,
the potentiometer may be replaced with a filred reslstor, U destred.

·so

'1'.he detector collector load fa an 8, 2K resistor with a 011111' sh'llllt
aclnitort wnhlch funcUons as "an IF filter, audio being reco~ed from ~appo •
will be noted that there fa an unb
d 47 -'-emitter cl the detector Th main
ypasae
.,,,... reslstor in the
some degeneratl6n
the a:O=;: :!so!J;~~~ ~r~.
I s required for the IC audio secUon.
#
•
......

tor.:

For AGC purposes, part of the IF slgna). ls taken fi:om the ~ollector of
the second.IF ampllfter, This ls fed via a 27pP capacitor to
plt
fler, the output of which ls rectified by the two OA91 clfodes
as a half-wave voltage doubler, The output cl the rectlfler
8
either a 5uF capacltor for AM reception, or a 50uF capacitor
SSB
~:~ptlon, the capacitors being switched according to the mode of receP:-

:u:!rted
ti:'

diar

. As the source impedance for the ~ecufiers ls relatively low, the capacftor in circuit wW be charged rapidly, in proport1<11 to the strength of the
signal being received. The only path for discharge of the capacitor When
the 1lgna). level ls re<bced or disappears, ls via the 33K resistor and tfie
emitter Junction of the following translator. The time constants are so
arranged that discharge will be fast for AM reception but slow ·for SSB
reception.
When no signal ls being received, there wlll b~ no charge on, either the
5uF or 50uF capacitoF and conseq1,1enuy no forward bias on the followtni
translator. This means that the translator wW not be .conducting, producing no voltage drop across the 4. 'lK collector load resistor. The collector of thls transistor, ls the source point of forward bias through a.
2. 7K resistor, to the bases of the three AGC transistors. Under these
conditions, these translstor~ wm be saturated, so there will be very
llttle collector-emitter resistance. ConsequenUy, the AGC transistors
will have negllglble effect on their associated ampUflers.
When a·slgnal ls received, one of the AGC capacitors wll! be charged,
the following translator will conduct according to the lignal strength
and there wm be a resultant voltage drop across the 4. 7K collector load.
~~~-:'· ~n, that there will be less current fed to the bases of
in e
ans
s, causing the collector-em!ttei- resistance to
crease and pr~ing the same effect as placing a reststor cl equal
value in each ampllfter emitter (or source) circuit. The resulting
degeneration produces a reduction in ampltfier gain,
·
n may be noted that each IF ampllfter control transistor fa shunted 1iy
fixed resistor. The choice cl these reststors determines the shape of a
the AGC charaeterlstlc and the values given should be adhered to unless
yon have good reason for makfng any changes.
Since' the collector voltage·on ihe AGC DC ampifner falls with a inc:reaSe
:: slgna). strength, thls can be used as the reference for ans-meter so
at the meter Wlll be forward reading, it ls included in a bridge c~
with 2. 6K preset potentiometer to set the zero reading of the meter under
no-slgna). condlt1011S. ID series wlth the meter con ls a 25K preset
tlometer Which ls provided to set the llmlt of traVel of the meter to Just
full scale, under the very strongest a1gnal conditfons. This potentlomet
will SUfflce for any meter with a sensJ.tivity raugiDg fropi about 200uA toer
lmA.
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The BFO la a new design and th18 la the ftrst application of lt ln a com- '
pl.eta receiver, The unit is built oa a printed board and, ln spite of the
low coat of the parts required, la virtually aa stable aa a crystal. It
presents no trouble to get going. · The frequency is var,lable over autttclent range to be able to resolve either upper or lower sideband SSB
tranamllislOIMI. The BFO ls switched on and off with the same toggle
awitch assembly which determines the AGC time constants for AM and
SSB reception. The output of the BFO ls fed to the base.of the detector
via a lOpF capacitor.

ts

Output from the detector fed via a 2. 5K volume control to the main
audio ampliller. The Phillps TAA300 IC used ln thls ampltfler ls
mounted on a amall.prlnted board with its aasoclated components. The
power output ls about 1 watt into an 8 ohm speaker, whlch IA the lowest
value which can be. used. A 15 ohm speaker may be used, but with·a
· reduction ln power output.
·
The power supply ls qulte an Interesting one. We were faced with a
number of problems which, at firs!, looked aa. though they mlght be dlff.lcult to solve at low cost. F~rstly, we had the need for an audio supply
of 9 volts with a maximum of 10 volts. The current requirement ·would
vary from a quiescent value of 8 mllltamps to a maximum of about 180
mlutamps with full audio output. This ts brought about by the fact that
the T AA300 ampliller operates under class B conditions.
In addition to this, we needed a supply of 12 volts, reasonably well regulated, for all other parts of the receiver except th.e oactllators. The
latter needed a supply of 6 volts, well -regulated. All this adds up to
quite an exacting need, considering the modest receiver which we aimed
to produce. However, we were able to come up wlth a relatively neat
solution by adapting an old .Idea used for multiple vo~tage power SUPPlies.

+tv

SPEAKER

The audio l!oard u lhown from
the c_omponent 1ide. Note the
polanty of electrolytic.r and
orientation of the IC.

I

This Involves using a bridge rectifier across the total transformer
secondary supply, for the highest voltage need 1 A lower voltage may
be had by taking the output from the centre-tap of the transformer secondary • .This ts effectively fed from a full-wave rectlfler system,
using only two of the four diodes of the bridge rectifier system, but
with the diodes In the negative, rather than the postttve side of the supply. With a secondary supply of about 6. 3 volts AC, each side of the
centre tap, we thus obtain between 9 and 10 volts OC for the audi.o
amplifier while at the output of the bridge we obtain something close
to 20 volts. Thls ts fed through a dropping resistor of 270 ohms to a
·BZY94/Cl2 ir:ener diode, which glyes a regulated supply of 12 volts,
nominal,
The well regulated supply of. 6 volts (nominal) required for the osctllators
Is obtained by a further dropping resl11tor of 560 ohms and a BZY88 /C6V
ir:ener diode. Thus the supply voltage requirements of the t"ecelver have
been met ln a very satisfactory way. In fact, although the supply current
to 'the audio amplifier ts constantly fluctuating, the other two supply voltages remain virtually llllllffected.
To reduce the hum to an acceptable level, we found It necessary to use a
mlnlmum of lOOOuF for each of the two main p0wer supply electrolytlca.
Readers who wish to reduce the hum.to an even lower level, QOuld lncr
these two electrolytics to 2000uF each.
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Wirl118 ·dettd18· for· t'/}1 A.GC
generator board. Thll bofll'd II
fixed on the 1ame panel a the
IF ltrlp.

So much for the design. 'Jn the description which follows we hope to supply
sufftclent detalls to ensure tha.t reaclers.wlll have ~ difficulty tn dupllcat!illf
the prototype.

A good place to start construction is the power supply for, by starting h
and working backwards, on'e can finlsh. off each section and test lt immediately. The power supply, less ·transformer, is built 1n a plece of miniature tag board, with 12 pairs of tags. It is a simple ltem to wire, particularly when reference ls made to the wiring diagram. Note that, as there
ls not a great deal of room around the wiring board, the relatively large
JOOOuF capacitor on the -9-10 volt supply is located between the loudspeaker socket and the audio ampllf1er.
'
There are a number of small power transformers available which should
do the Job. The prime need ls for one having a secondary of 12. 6 volts,
centre tapped, and rated at between· 500mA and lA.
.;

The printed board for the au:llo system has only nine ·items to be soldered
into place and the job ls done. The appropriate diagram should be follQwed
carefully and a few Important points should be observed to ensure success.
Make sure that all the electrolytic capacitors are In their correct position&
and that correct polarity ls obeerved. When fixing the IC make sure that
ft is done with due respect for tlte correct orientation of the connections.
The tag on the IC is between connections 1 and 10 and these should be soldered to the appropriate band of copper on the board. The other connect•
ions w1ll then automatically be correct.
· ·
Although this ~mpletes the wiring of the board, it.ls till necessary to provide a heat sink clip for the IC. We made one up from a piece of alwnin•
ium sheet, measurlni 2" x f"· One end wa8 wound around a 5/16" dla- ·
meter drill and the resulting loop was adjusted by hand so that it was a
neat flt over the case of the IC. Although alumfnium 1~ excellentfor th1a
job, other metals such as brass, coppe~ or steel ~oul~ be satisfactory.
·Having completed the audio board, the other board.for the BFO,may be
attended to next. n ls very simple to make up and reference to the
special picture should be Bilttfcfent guide. Every care should be taken
to make sure that the transistor ts correcUy orientated. And, whlle
care should be taken at all times not to overheat components, the requirement applies particularly to the cer.amlc resonator, transistor and
trimmer.
•
The next assembly fa the largest of the whole project. n consists of
two boards and includes the second mlxer, two IF ampllflers, detector
and AGC system. Wiring is again based on tag strips, one with 19
pairs d. tags and a smaller one which accommodates the AGC syst~m,
with 9 pairs of tags. ··The amall board is secured with two strews, one
· of these screws being common with one of the three screws used to se•
cure the large board - all to an al~mlnium panel, 41" long, l 7/8th"
. high and with a 5 /16" foot. This panel serves as a mounting bracket
for the complete usembly. There ls a screw at the extreme end of
each board, with one at an intermediate point on the large board.
The boards are 1paced from the panel by about t". Instead of spacert,·
we used extra nuts to perform the same job. At each screw, we fixed
a solder lug and soldered to the nearest earth point,

~~eU:!!t c::::~ ~=:s are mounted directly on the tag bearer.
holes fairly accurate!
ng, as it is necessary to drlll five small
should be drllled T;[' Only holes large enough to pass the leads
and the other leads an~ re.s enator leads are passed through the holes
ilide, _This is sufficient ct~n:ir:;.~~ :::~!~! so~e~ed to the opposite
that the "dots" on the resonators are orienta~:d c:r:~~Uy~alte sure
Most of the remaining assembll 1n 1
so this would be a good time to :Cd~ v~~eo~~~ of one or more coils
The aerial tuning coils t1 _ La a e
d · Du
are about t" outside diameter iu!'d ~°c» ~ i~n tor9ids, which
have a high Q, can be wound ;eadfl an
er • These cons
of being compact. The coil windln: det<!t~:-:,~e added advantage
number of turns on each wlndln
d
given 1n the table. The

:h:1:e~e ~1;~~1~0a:~~:~~ou!>l t~ tg~;g~~f:~~ns:~~e~1fs~ply

should suffice. At the same uJ:9'~:~~· ~om~~ close to it
ncles, the gauge of w&e should b~ h
ar Y a e higher frequereduce· the resistance of the con ani::'gi!:V: :::~~cable. This will

~~~r:~c~;~ p6sclllatoTrhcon L4 is wound on a Neosld former with a
• mm.
e secondary should be wound fir t,
~ound fver the earthy end of the secondary.
no:':~~:

r:i:::

D:

e cen re tap on the secondary winding When this point 18
~i~~~.e~;~
s':gesJ that you carefully remove the enamel for about
1
. under the wir~ af:i1sc={a:dc~~':u~ =e~ ~insulation tape
piece of the same wire cilit be soldered to the c~tr: :i:tn:ui~ sthismall
can serve as the extra lead.
The means of anchoring each end ~the Windings Is Jar
reader. We have used a couple Of diffe ent
gely up to the
f:e, a 'loop of Uilen thread is placed le~Wiszn:~~e~oi::n!;r8:t'thID
1
th;cn:: :J.~8fo!e ~~~the ~ding. The end of the wire is 'passed
tight
·
•
ns
e, and then the lenen ends are drawn
, causing the loop to anchor the ·wire at the start A limll
thod ts used at the finlsh. The loose ends are cut off 'and the
meages reinforced with a small blob of cellulose glue.
or-

a:ii

!1;i~~~~· ~~ not quite as neat a method, is to use a small
l~ thread. cJ! ::.~~h!:
slnillar to that for the

a:;

:i:::

:::;:~e,!~Aa~:rw~d,as:c~:ve :~!: ~C::~!:r;,g:!re .

circuit between Windings.

se

e poss1billty of a sh.o rt-

Cons L5 and L6 are wound on longer formers of the same -..
ed
for L4, and·tn a limllar mamie t L4 Alth
•.,..., as us
to make all w1ndlngi in fir r 0 •
ough care should be taken
more particularly to L4~ ~an~o~e manner, this applies
must be wound Ughtl and
'
c are oacWator coils, These
Y
Pl'ecaut1ona taken so that there wm be no
movement of the turns. If this fs not done then the atabW... of th
whole rece1ver could be prejudiced,
•.,
e
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When coils L4, L5 and L~ are wound and terminated, e~h winding
should be p1aced In a can, ready for use in the ffnal assemblies. The
Neosld cans are provided with a pair of lugs and the intention ls that
these lugs be bent over to hold the coll former in posltio~. Two screws
through the holes anchor the coll and the can to the chassis. This
system is excellent but it requires a very special set of punched holes
in the chassis. An alternative method which we used, is to bend the
lugs outwards, rather than inwards. The former ls firmly held in
the can by crimping the aluminium over with a screwdriver, at a
couple of ·s pots ,which do not interfere with the terminating pins. The
assembly is then held to the chassi!I with a couple of screws and nuts.
The ,next board to be wired ls ·that contal.nlng the three totoldal coils,
with the.RF amplifier, first mixer and the emitter-follower. This-ls
wired up in the usual way, according to the wtrfng diagram. When
the coils at'e wit'ed in place, it will be noted that they are more or less
loose, ac·cordlng to .the gaug~ of wire used for winding. To keep the
colls held firmly in place, it is a good idea to tie each one to the board,
with a piece of nylon or linen ~t'ead.
The last board to be wired ls that for hie first oscillator. It cannot be
over-stressed that this board must be wired with the greatest care,
making sure thilt all components are held firmly in place. Failure to
do so will result in an unstable receiver or one which is more susceptible to shocks than it should be. Details are shown in the wiring diagram, which also includes the coll which ls mounted separately. The
new Phillps dielectric film trimmers flt quite nicely between acijacent
tags on the board, as may be seen from the photograph. - .
Having completed all the sub-ruj_sembUes, we are now in a po8ttton to
undertake the f1nal assembly and wiring. The unit ls built on a chassis
10" x 6" x 2" With a front panel, 11" x·6" • .As the order of assembly
and wiring can affect the ease of the job, here are some suggestions
as to· how it may be done.
Flt the chassis partition first, ·making sure that a rubber grommet ls
fitted at ·least to the hole which must pass the 240V AC lead to the
switch. Next, flx the .speaker socket an!! aerlat and earth terminals
to the back skirt of the chassis. A f!.Older lug ls fitted under each of
the termi.nitls, · making contact with the chassis for the earth and .
fjisulated for the aerial.
Solder trimmers to the top of the 2-gang capacitor and, to the bottom lugs, solder twci pieces of hookup wire about 4" long. Fix a
similar piece of wire to the slDgle gang and mount both units to the
chassis. Mount coils L4, L5 and L6, making sure that the pins are
so orientated as to give the shortest wlringJeads. Under one mounting .screw of L6, fix a 5-tag strip and under the corresponding screw
of L5 fix a 2-tag strip.
Mount the power transformer with the low voltage leads nearest the
back of the chassis. Make sure that the two holes In. the chasslS are
fitted with rubber grommets, to protect the transformer leads. Flt ·
another grommet to the hole In the back skirt of the chassl.s, for the.
powerfiex.
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,Mount the iiower supply board assembly. We ued a couple of 1/8"
Whitworth 11crews, one afal3Eh end hole of the boa:rd. Three nuts are ·.
used on each screw, so that a spacing of about i" ls effected between
the board and the chassis ekirt. T~ board Is orientated so that the
vacant terminals for the 240 volt,, wiring ls nearest the dividing partition. It Is a good Idea at this stage, to wire up the leadB c:I. the trans
former, power 1111pply and switch, This gets rid of fiylng leads, which )
can be a DUisaDce when doing the rest of the assembly.
Now the audio amplifier board·can be next. n is also held off the cha&•
sis, by about 5 /8 "·with a couple c:I. 1 /8" Whitworth screws, using the
thrj!e-nut technique as before. Before finally fitting the board, make
sure that all leads from It are fitted, with sufficient length so that
each will conifortably reach Its Intended destination. Under each fbt·
Ing screw and next to the board, provide a solder lug for earthing .
purpoaes. At this point, you may flt the lOOOuF e'leetrolytlc capacitor
between the speaker socket and the nearest earth lug of those just
referred to. The 9 volt lead may also be run from the power supply.
The IP strip assembly ls the next logical step but thia must be considered with ti}• BFO assembly. The BFO ls mounted above the chassis as shown In the phcitograph and In such a position that the output
lead to the detector Is kept short and direct. At the same time, lta
mounting screws must not foul any part of' the D' strip assembly. In
mounting the BPO, we placed the 1crew beads under the chassis and
by using three nuts on each IC1',ew, the BPO le held clear d. the top •
of the chalsia by about l"· Tiie e Tolt npp1y and ln,lectlon leads are
passed through a bole In the cbusta j1llt Mar the 10pl' capacitor.
The leads to the 3. 0: potattometer
na alOlll the top c:I. the chaa•

sle.

·

.re

,J

A
. EAATH

board
power

Note

The IF amplifier strip ii relatirely easy to wire,
when the abore drawing . ii followea, tn
conjunciion wi~h the circuit.
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The II' strip uaemblyia moude4 with a pp al only lbom l"~
the end ollthe panel u4 back at1rt cl the ehauta. The detector mut
be at th18 enA. Before ftldng, provide lea& for the 12 YOlt 111pply
and the audio output to the YOlume control. The 12 volt lead may be
run to the power supply but the audio lead muat wait 1llllll the front
panel ls 1n place.

Now the tunable II' can be wired up. Tllil bm>lve1 colla L5 and LS,

With aseoclated componmitl to the two tag stripe prevloasly fb:ed. -The
w1r111g here ls largely a matter cl common aeue. Best use should be
made ol the tap aftllable, together with ncant plna oil the two coll

formers. Once aga1D, the oecmator componenta must be firmly fix•
, ed. IA some cues, it 1s cUtflcult to a10ld some componenta ha\'lng
leads a little longer than we would like. However, thta ta cl no •er•
Sous consequence. The IK "ltopper" Tellltor, from L5 to the gate
cl the 1ecmd miser JllUlt be 10 IDOIJ!lted tqt the resistor ta hard up
agaln8t the gate tag Oil the board. The other lead lhould 1'W1 direct
to the coQ..
Ba\'lng completed the tunabie II', 1t ll lnterestfllg to Dote that we haft
completed 4-8MHa tuning ranee,. u4 the 'lllllt at tb18,polnt 1s a recel·
ver ln Its own right. We DOW move on to the ''front end".·
Perhaps the nm moet CQ11venlent-board to flt would be that cl. the first .
oacfilatof, "ThlBJ• fixed to the end aklrfof the chasala and stood off
the chassis by about 3/8", once iigamuslng the same technique with
screw• ind nuts. i.. with other unlta, It 1a·well to consider 8'll'1 leadl
from it which my be dlftlcult to flt later. Make sure that you run the
6 volt supply to thl8 oecWator, as we hope you haft already clme with
the second oscWator for the tunable II'.

'

the aerlal and earth terminals, to the aerial attepuator. A convenient
earth j>otnt for this end is a lug 1111der the nearest flxlng screw for the
single lapg ~apacltoi;.
.
,

I

A careful check should be made at this stage, to make sure that ·~
leads have been properly terlJlinated, and that there are no w1rlDg
errors or omlsaions. Msumlng that all ls wen, we are ready to
carry out tlnal ~e~ and alignment.
The first check which should be made Is to·see that the three ~pPly
voltages are correct. With the volume control turned right down the
voltage to the audio ampllfler should read between nine and ten volts.
The 12 volt supply to other parts of the receiver, should read 12
volts within of course the tolerance of the zener diode. The supply
to both oscillators should read 6. 2 volts, with a similar tolerance.
Unsolder the '9V lead between the pbwer supply and the audio amplifier. Connect a multimeter ln series with this lead and set the
multimeter to the lOOmA range, or a hl~er one and switch on.
Adjust the 25K potentiometer on the audio board, for a quiescent
current of ·SmA. If a meter ls not available, we suggest that you
set the potentiometer to mid range. Witli the volume control ·partly advanced, a finger on the active lug of the potentiometer should
now give a healthy noise from the speaker.
Set the lOOK potentiometer In tlie base of the detector so that the full
resistance Is tn circuit. Check the voltage at the collector then reduce the lOOK potentiometer resistance until the voltage drops by
about half a volt on the previous reading. Later on, the final set. ting can be determined to give best detection.

Some Hader• may be wondll'lng about the purpose of the 3. 3K resla•
tor which 1'11111 from the balid nitch to the emitter ol the first oscU•
lator tnnslstor. It is simply there to stop thl8 oscWator when the
receiver 11 set to the 4-SMHz position, a10ldlllg the posslbWty of. 11111
unneceasat')' ''birdies".

With no signals being fed into the receiver, set the S-meter to zero
.with the 2. SK tab pot. The 25K tab pot. determines the full scale
limit of the pointer. This can be set arbitrarily such that the strongest signal lust reads full scale.

Before attempttng to flt the board with the toroidal coils, drop-the 2. 5K
aerial attenuator pot through the hole ln tbs chassll. Thli nut could be
lust run up Unger tight at this stage. Stand the board off the chassis,
by about 5/8". The mounting screws are run through the extreme end
hole nearest the aerial attenuator, with the othlll' one through the fifth
hole from the other end.

aa It slmpllfles the procedure considerably. With the three Murata

We are now In a position to attach the dial to the front panel and to fix
the panel to. the chassis. The panel ls held ill place with the nuta of
the band ch8nge switch, aerlal attenuator, toggll! switches. and volume
control. The drive from the dial to the tunWg capa.c!tor ls '.Via a flexible coupling. To connect the coupling to the dial movement, it ls
necessary to provide a shorl length of t" diameter Btee1 or brass rod.
Thia needl to be about t" long and can be obta1Ded from an offcut of
one .of the controls, nch as the nitch or apoteatsomet.er.
When ftzlng the band mtch, 1t should be orie11tated 11\Ulh that the
rotor luge are nearest the top al the chusla, Thia done, the switch .
m,_a1 be completely wired. A piece of 11ght coaxial cable Js run from

The IF strip should need no adjustment· at all. This ts a· good thing

type SFD-4558 cer~c filters, top coupled with 68pF, we obtained
very good results. The top ol the band pass shape ls almost fiat
with only a alight dip In the middle. The bandwidth has been measured at 4. 4 KHz, at the 6dB points. The skiTt selecllvlty la yery
good and ls borne out by the rec elver's ability to separate cleanly,
adlacent stgnals 'about 5KHz away.
Fit aalug each to L4, L5 and is. 'l'o ensure that the slug remains
In its final 1>91ttlon It is necessary to use some sort of locking arr•
angement. This can take the form of a locking compound which
looks rather like a: heavy grease, but the method which we prefer le
the use of a short li!ngth of elastic. The elastic which we used ls
available from drapery stores tn reels and It ls just under J /32" In
diametll'. It ls generally double cotton covll'ed like some of the
copper winding wires but the cotton should be removed. A length
of about J" ts Introduced Into the former tube before screwing In the
slug, providing a reliable locking aetlon.
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Set the d1al polntel' to 100 oo the logging scale .or to the ends cl the seals
arcs. Wtth the gang fully meshed, Ughten all grub screws. The Pt!ie
Tunillg knob should tentatively be set to ltl mid travel and left In this p(ieltlon while the tunable IF 111 aligned.
'

Bet the dial pointer to 4MHz OT 95 on-the scale. Bet the band IWltch to
the 8-4MHz range. ·Feed In a llgnal froin a signal generator, set pre;.·
clsely to 4MHz and acl,jut the slug 1n LS, followed by the slug 1n L5,
for maxi1D11111 responie. Bet the dial pointer to 8MHz or 8 OD the scale.
Adjust the ttmmer for L8, followed by the trimmer for Lii, for maximum responee. Return to 4MHz and made any readj1111tme.nt neceBBary.
Then return to 8 MHz and make a further adjustment. !!'his procedure
m1111t be repeated until both points are correct.
The front end la'allgned as follows:- Set the dial pointer to 4MHz
corresponcllng ~so to 12MHz OD the scale, then 11et the band IWltch to
the 8-12MHz range. Feed In a signal from the llgnal generator, 11et
preclaely to 12MHs and adj1111t the slug 1n L4 for maximum response
ma1t1ng sure also to peak up the tunlDg of L3. Once 11et, the slUJ 1n L4 1.
MUST Nm' BB T01JCBED AGAIN.
With the dial pointer stW In the same posttton, corresponcllng to 18MHz,
set the band IWltch to 20-18MHz. Feed In a signal from the generator,
set preclaely to 16MHz and adjtJSt the appropriate trimmer acroBB L4
for maximum responee followed by peaking of the tuning of LS. If a generator ls not avallahle, we 1111ggest that you tune In a station within this
. range and on a known frequency and adjust·the trimmer acrou L4 to
bring the stall.on to the correct position on the dtal.

This shows the BFO layout from ·
the COlJlponent
board.

With,the dial pointer against set to 4MHz, corresponcllng lilso to t 2MHz
on the scale, set the band switch to 16-12MHz. Feed In a signal from
the signal generator, set precisely to 12MHz and adjust the appropriate
trimmer acro11 L4 for mulmum response also peaking the tunlDg of LS.
If a generator la not available, use can again be made of VNG on 12MBB
as before.
Set the band switch to 1. 5-00; 5MHz and tune 1n a broadcast station cl
known frequency. Adjust the appropt'late trlm!ller across L4 to bring
this statlon to the correct position ,on the dtal.
Bo far, we have not set the Fine Tunhig control. Im;ally the point of
travel ol the rotor.should be found, such that, turning the control either
way gives equal frequency change from the reference. Bavlng dolie this,
It may be necesaary to.adjust the trfmmer acrou the tunable Il!' osc11lator section of the gang, so that the 8MHs point on the d1al la correct.
To adjtJSt the BFO tune tn a steady llgnal betwem 4 and 811Jls. Tune
sllghUy to the low frequency llde cl the llgnal and n1tch to SSB. set
the 2;0: tap pot• .and the BFO Tune pot. W!.th all reslatance In cir·
cult. Now adjuat the Phillps trtmm.er OD the Bl'O for zero beat. Retune by an equal amount, to the other llde cl the lfpal and set the BFO
Tune pot. Wttb all reslatance 1n c1rcutt. Now aMut the PhWps
trimmer oo the Bl'O for sero beat. Re-tune bf an equal amount to the
other side cl the lfpal and aet the Bl'O Tune pot. to the other end cl
tta travel. Adj1111t the 6X tab pot. for sero beat. ll wW now be
necessary to repeat the procedare for the low frequency side, and so
on, until both Ilda are set corzeetly.
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side of the

,,
Jt ta llClt 8UJ to 1&)' down the aact poeltlou where the BPO llhoald be
aet. Thia can best be determined aperlmentally, auch that the best
SSB reception ta obtained. When tuning from one extreme to th4! othe~.,
the "hlse" should aound much the same. Thia 111.dlcatea that the BFO
ts tuned equally about the IF paaa band.

This completes the adjustment and alignment and your new receiver
,.ahould now be ready for full operation. Although 1t 1s of. modest sile
and design, 1t ls capable ol. quite a surprising performance. The
selectivity is adequafe for all normal ltatenlng and the overall fr8quency stability ts better ~ we orfg1nally hoped for. R muat b,e
emphasised, of courae, that the stablll~ 1s not as good as an equiv•
alent ceystal lock~ front end.
As the design ts veey simple, 1t la reasonable to expect that there
would be a number of spurlous.respons_es. This is so 1n practic'I\ but
they ~ually fall in such a position as not to cause much if any, fnconvenience. Also, because of the simplicity of. the front end design, 1t 1s
vital that the RF Tune control be set to the wanted frequency and not
otherwise, which can result 1n an unwanted signal overriding the wanted
one. However, a little practice is all that ta required to get used to th1a
aituaUon.
COIL WINDING DATA

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5
L6

Secondary, 120 turns 30 B 6 Sor 32.S.W.G. enamel onQ3
toroidal former. About 90 turns occupy full former length;
Overwind remainder back. Primary, 10 turns, fnterwound
at earth end of secondary.
Secondaey, 43 turns 24 B 6 Sor 24 S.W.G. enamel on Q2
toroidal former, wound to occupy about 90 per cent of former.
Pr~, 5 turna fnterwound at earth end ol. secondary.
Secondaey, 'f turns, 18 B 6 s or 28 S.W.G enamel on Q3
toroidal former, wound to occupy about 90 per cent ol. former.
Prlmaey , 1 turn 24 B 6 S enamel, fnterwound at earth end
of secondaey.
Secondaey, 30 turns centre tapped 26 B 6 Sor 28 S. W·. G.
enamel close wound on 'f. 6mm (O. 300in) x 1t" Neosid former.
I>rimary, 5 tur~ over earthy end.of secondaey. Grade 900
slug.
Secondary, 35 turns, 26 B ~or 28
enamel close
wound on 'f.6mm (0.300in) x 2}" Neosld former. Primary,
'f turns over earth end of secondaey. Grade 900 slug •.
One winding, 32 turna centre tapped, 26 B 6 Sor 28 S.W.G.
enamel close wound on 'f. 6mm(O. 300in) x 2}" Neosld former.
Grade 900 alug,.

s.w.a.

,
1 Toggle awltch, mfDiatnre DPDT
6 Knobs

1 Ji'ower transformer, 2 ·lt 6.11'/ or 12. fSV at lA
l 2-pln mlniature speaker socket
1 Aerial terminal
l Earth terminal.
flexible coupllng<Jabel).
l
1 " extension shaft
1 Miniature tag board, 6 palril
1 Mtnl.ature tag board, 9 pairs
,1 Mtniature tag board, 12 pairs
1 Miniature tag board, 17 pairs
1 Mtnl.ature tag board, 19 pairs
2 V eroboards of. suitable size
1 2-tag sti-11>
l 5 tag strip
5 Rubber grommets
2 2. 5mH RF chokes
l lmH RF choke
l 680uB RF choke
1 S-meter
3 Ferrite toroidal fo ~mere, Q2 material preferably
2 Neosld coll formers, 7. 6mm x al" with grade 900
slug and can.
1 Neoslde coll former, 7. 6mm x ll" with grade 900
slug and can
3 Murata ceramic resonators, type SFD-455B
1 Murata ceramic resonator, type SFB-455A
Mounting panel for IF strip, Hookup wire, solder
screws, nuts, power flex and plug, sold8!', lug~, etc.
TRANSISTORS

t"

3 2N5485
10 BFll5, BF184, BF185 etc.
2 BCl08
.
l TAA300 IC
DIODES
4 EM401, BYl26/100, BA219, 1N4002
l BZY94/Cl2 ZENER
1 BZY88 /C6V2 ZENER
,
1' BAl02.BA103, BAlOl, 109, BB103
2 OA91, OA81, OA16l, AA117, AA132, IN63,SFD108.
RESJSTORS

l'AR'l"I! L.lbT

3 ll7 ohms

l Chassis 10" x 6" x 2" (with partition)•
l Front panel 11" x 6"

i 560 ohms

1 270 ohms

l Dual ratio dlal assembly (Jabel)
1 Rotarr switch, 3 wafers, l pole, 11 position
l Toggle awitch, minlature lilPST.
94

l lK
l 2.7K
10 4.7K
l lOK
118K

(t WATI')
2 33K
2 lOOK
1 2. 5K linear pot

1150 ohms
3 470 Ohms
1 680 ohms

2 2.5K pots
l lOOK POt
2 471(

3 2.2K

7 3.3K

1180K

28.2K
2 l5K
3 22K

3 2.5K log pots
2 25K pots
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CAPACll'CB8
1 4. 'lp1'RPO oeramlo
I llpl' NPO oeramlc
1 H)llr 100 oeramlo

2 ll)pi' NPO Ceramle
2 2'1pl' NP0 cp.oamlc
'88pl' ~
' 100pl' Pll19"teae
l UOp1' polJllptae
1 llOpl' Pll1il>r..
a .001111' polJ8lJrtae
1 .004'1111' 100V po1Jl9ler
a .01111' HV ceramlc
4 .01111' HOV po1Je9ter
I .013111' lOOV
l ,04'1111' UV oeramlo
II O.lul' ISf' ceramlc
l 0.4'1111' lllV Ceramlc
:I 0.84111' MVW electrol)'Uo
111111' S2VW ~)'Uc
:I 25uF8.CVW electrolytic
l llOuJ' lZVW el~
1 1211111' lOVW elilctrol)'Uc
. 1 3001ll' iovw e1ectro1)'Uc 2 UOuP a.nw etectrol)'Uc
l lOOOul' lOVW electrol)'Uc 1 1000ul' 20VW electrol)'Uc
8 8-80pl' trimer.. Ptdllpe '
meoa 01001
11Mlllpl' nriable,
l 10-4111pl' nriable, ' 2-gug.
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TANDY RADIO BOOKS
62-9001
62-9002
62-9003
62-9004
62-9005
62-9006
62-9007
62-9008
62-9009
62-9010
62-9011
62-9012
62-9013
62-9014
62-901S
62-9016
62-9017
62-9018

Il

62-9019
62-9020

First Book ofTransistor Equivalents
and Substitutes
40p
Handbook of Radio, TV, Industrial and
Transmitting Tube and Valve Equivalents 60p
Worlds Short, Medium and Long Wave
FM and TV Broadcasting Stations List. 60p
ing - International Edition
Radio and Electronic Colour Codes and
Data Chart
ISp
Practical Transistor Novelty C:ircuits
40p
Electronic Novelties for the Motorist
SOp
Second Book of Transistor Equivalents
and Substitutes
9Sp
Constructors Manual of Electronic
Circuits for the Home
sop
Handbook of Electronic Circuits for the
Amateur Photographer
60p
Radio Receiver Construction Handbook
using IC's and Transistors
60p
Boys and Beginners Book of Practical
Radio and Electronics
60p
The Boys Book of Crystal Sets
25p
Coil Design and Construction Manual.
sop
Radio, TV and Electronics Data Book
60p
Handbook of Practical Electronic
Musical Novelties
sop
Handbook of Integrated Circuits (IC's)
Equivalents and Substitutes
7Sp
IC's and Transistor Gadgets Construction
Handbook
60p
Second Book of Hi-Fi Loudspeaker
60p
Enclosures
First Book of Hi-Fi Loudspeaker
60p
Enclosures
Pmtkal T....W"°' O"uits for
60p
Modern Test Equipment
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